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Abstrakt  

     Věty, kde se sponové be používá v průběhové formě, popisují jistou událost nebo danou 

situaci spíše než trvalý stav. (Matthews, 2014: 144) Každé adjektivum, které by se s takovou 

formou slovesa be pojilo, se může vyskytovat i ve spojení s jeho jednoduchou formou, neplatí 

to však naopak. Věty, ve kterých je s adjektivem užita průběhová forma sponového slovesa, 

mají užší význam. (ibid., 146) 

     Bakalářská práce se zabývá predikativními konstrukcemi, které se skládají ze slovesa be 

v průběhovém tvaru doplněného adjektivem. Popisuje, která adjektiva se v dané konstrukci 

objevují, jak často a kterými intenzifikátory či dalšími adverbiálními výrazy se modifikují a 

které další prvky v textu odkazují na užití konstrukce s významem momentální situace. 

Nedílnou součástí práce je popis, jak se tyto prvky projevují v překladu do češtiny a pomocí 

kterých konstrukcí se tato fráze jako celek překládá. Z paralelního korpusu InterCorp bylo 

excerpováno 100 dokladů užití daného spojení v anglickém originálu v beletrii a jejich českých 

ekvivalentů. V práci je také popsáno, jak obvyklé je, že predikát obsahuje víc než jedno 

adjektivum a jak se takové případy projevují v češtině. Dále sleduje, kterými jinými prvky ve 

větě se označuje, že se chování popsané danou frází vztahuje pouze k jednomu okamžiku a jak 

s touto skutečností pracuje čeština, která nemůže využít průběhové tvary. Práce popisuje, 

kterými nejčastějšími způsoby se predikativní konstrukce se slovesem be v průběhové tvaru a 

adjektivním doplněním překládá do češtiny.     

 

Klíčová slova: adjektiva, průběhový tvar, sponové be, korpusová lingvistika, překlad  

 

Abstract       

     Clauses, where copular be occurs in the progressive, express an occurrence or a certain 

situation rather than a permanent state. (Matthews, 2014: 144) Each adjective that would occur 

in combination with such an aspect of be can also occur with its simple form, but not vice versa. 

Clauses in which the adjective is used with the progressive have narrower meaning. (ibid., 146) 

     This thesis explores the predicative constructions with be in the progressive complemented 

by an adjective. It examines which adjectives tend to occur in such a construction, how often 

and by which intensifiers or other adverbials they are modified, and what other elements in the 

text suggest the construction is used as describing momentary behaviour. An integral part of 



the thesis describes how these text elements are translated into Czech and which ways does the 

Czech use to translate the construction as a whole. One hundred examples of the use of the 

construction in English original fiction and their Czech equivalents were excerpted from the 

parallel corpus InterCorp. The thesis also describes how often the predicate contains more than 

one adjective a how it is reflected in Czech. Further it examines which other constituents in the 

sentence suggest that the construction describes momentary behaviour in a certain situation and 

how Czech reflects it when it cannot use the progressive. The thesis also describes which are 

the most common ways the construction with be in the progressive and an adjective complement 

is translated into Czech.   

 

Key words: adjectives, progressive, copular be, corpus linguistics, translation  
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1 Introduction 

 

     The aim of the present study is to describe the use of the progressive of copular be in 

combination with an adjective. This construction is expected to be describing a situation, an 

action or somebody’s behaviour that takes place in a present moment. This construction is 

usually described as a special use of the progressive or a special use of adjectives. Since the 

progressive marks a dynamic action, it is expected that especially dynamic adjectives will 

appear in this construction, but it is attested that even adjectives that are perceived as stative 

may appear with the progressive. Since the construction is formed of the verb be and an 

adjective, it is also expected that a major part of the translations to Czech will also be formed 

of the Czech equivalent of be, být, and an adjective. This is proven to be true, but many other 

ways of translation are examined as well.  

     The theoretical background of this study describes all the individual constituents of the given 

construction, these being adjectives, copular predication and the progressive aspect. The 

primary sources are A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (Quirk et al., 1985), 

Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999), The Cambridge 

Grammar of English Language (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002), Mluvnice současné angličtiny 

na pozadí češtiny (Dušková a kol., 2012) and The Position of Adjectives in English (Matthews, 

2014). The standard reference grammars do not usually offer a detailed examination of the 

given construction and only mention it as a possible use of adjectives/the progressive and this 

study also summarizes in which sections of the grammars it appears.  

     The practical part of this study is based on the corpus findings from the parallel corpus 

InterCorp v11, wherefrom 100 examples of the use of the construction in fiction were excerpted 

along with their Czech translations. The individual constituents of this construction are 

described in detail, these being the adjectives used in the construction, their modifiers and 

elements that bound the construction to a certain moment. All these factors are described 

separately, each of them accompanied with a commentary on its reflection in the Czech 

translation. The last section of the practical part deals with the construction as a whole and 

examines the major ways of its translation to Czech.  

     Based on the descriptions of the use of the progressive of be with an adjective it is expected 

that this construction will show tendencies to be used while referring to a particular situation or 

momentary behaviour, which should be clear not only from the use of the progressive, but also 

from the context. The translations are expected to retain the form of the Czech equivalent of the 
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verb be and an adjective in the largest number of instances, but other ways of translation are to 

be described. Since there is no such a thing as the progressive in Czech, the translations are 

expected to include some elements that would mark the temporariness of the construction or 

paraphrase it in other way.  
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  
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2 Adjectives  

     Considering the be + being + adjective construction, the adjective carries the most important 

part of the meaning. That is why it is important to know how adjectives are defined and divided 

as unique morphological units. For that purpose, this chapter will describe basic characteristics 

of the adjective and its possible syntactic functions.  

 

2.1 Characteristics of the adjective  

     Adjectives are a part of speech that is defined as “a syntactically distinct class of words 

whose most characteristic function is to modify nouns”. (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002: 527) 

They usually describe properties and characteristics of a noun or a pronoun, especially while 

talking about its size, shape, colour, worth and age. (ibid.) Although Mluvnice současné 

angličtiny na pozadí češtiny (hereafter MSA) suggests that the adjective is defined by its ability 

to inflect for the comparative and superlative (Dušková a kol., 2012: http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/6.1), 

other sources offer more than just one criterion. For example, A Comprehensive Grammar of 

the English Language (hereafter CGEL) suggests four basic criteria for defining the class of the 

adjective: 

a) the first one describes the ability of an adjective to occur freely in an attributive function, 

which means it is able to premodify a noun by appearing between the determiner 

(including zero article) and the head of a noun phrase: 

(1) an ugly painting 

(2) the round table 

(3) dirty linen (Quirk et al., 1985: 402) 

b) the second defines that adjectives can freely occur in predicative function – they can 

stand in the position of a subject complement or an object complement: 

(4) The painting is ugly.  

(5) He thought the painting ugly. (ibid., 403) 

c) third criterion states that adjectives can be premodified by the intensifier very:  

(6) The children were very happy. (ibid.) 

d) and the last one confirms what was mentioned above – the ability of adjectives to inflect 

for comparative and superlative forms. It also defines the two possible ways to inflect 

an adjective – the use of the means of inflections (suffixes -er and -est, examples (7) 

http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/6.1
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and (8)) and the addition of the premodifiers more and most (also called the “periphrastic 

comparison”, example (9) and (10)): 

(7) The children are happier now.  

(8) They are the happiest people I know. 

(9) These students are more intelligent. 

(10) They are the most beautiful paintings I have ever seen. (ibid.) 

     Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (hereafter LGSW) offers a similar 

definition of the adjective. (Biber et al., 1999: 505–506) It declares that the definition of the 

adjective is based on its morphological, syntactic and semantic characteristics.  

a) morphological characteristics once again highlights the fact that adjectives can be 

inflected to show degree of comparison: 

(11) big – bigger – biggest (ibid., 505) 

b) syntactic characteristics describes the ability of central adjectives to appear in both 

attributive (modifying a noun, example (12)) and predicative (functioning as a subject 

complement, example (13), or an object complement, example (14)) syntactic roles: 

(12) He hands me a pad: “Motion for production of all scientific examinations: all 

underlying reports, spectrographs, charts, chemical analyses, et cetera.” 

(13) That’ll be quite impressive.  

(14) Even Oscar Wilde called it charming. (ibid.) 

c) semantic characteristics states that central adjectives have the descriptive function and 

usually characterize the referent of a nominal expression: 

(15) blue and white flag 

(16) unhappy childhood (ibid., 506) 

Under this section, the LGSW also describes that adjectives are gradable in their 

meaning, i.e. that they are able to denote degrees of given quality. Specifically, they 

may be premodified by an adverb expressing degree (examples (17) and (18)) or take 

comparative and superlative forms (example (11)): 

(17) very strange  

(18) deeply unhappy (ibid.) 

     A similar definition is to be found in The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language, 

although it omits the distinction among morphology, syntax and semantics and defines all the 

criteria as “syntactic properties”. These are: 

a) function – the ability to appear in three syntactic function: attributive (example (19)), 

predicative (20) and postpositive (21): 
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(19) happy people  

(20) they are happy 

(21) someone happy (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002: 528) 

b) gradability – the ability to be premodified by degree modifiers like way, too, enough, 

and also to create comparatives and superlatives by inflectional (examples (22) and (23)) 

or analytic ((24) and (25)) means:  

(22) happier  

(23) happiest  

(24) more useful  

(25) most useful (ibid.) 

c) dependents – the ability to take adverbs as modifiers: 

(26) remarkably happy  

(27) surprisingly good (ibid.) 

     All these descriptions have many features in common and all summarize the criteria a word 

has to fulfil in order to be called an adjective. For the purpose of describing the be + being + 

adjective construction it is important to highlight especially the criterion that adjectives can 

function as predicatives, i.e. that they can stand in the position of a subject or an object 

complement.  

 

2.2 Central and peripheral adjectives  

     In the previous section, the basic and most common criteria for defining the adjective were 

mentioned. However, not all adjectives fulfil them all. This creates the distinction between 

central and peripheral adjectives. For example, only in exceptional cases can afraid occur 

attributively and utter predicatively: 

(28) *afraid people  

(29) people are afraid 

(30) utter nonsense  

(31) *that nonsense is utter (Quirk et al., 1985: 403) 

     Also, the premodification by very is not possible for all adjectives, as well as their ability of 

comparison. For example, the word infinite does not fulfil any of the two criteria, although it 

can occur both attributively and predicatively: 

(32) god’s infinite mercy 

(33) god’s mercy is infinite  

(34) *God’s mercy is very infinite.  

(35) *It is more infinite than… (ibid.) 
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     CGEL thus suggests that the ability of an adjective to occur both attributively and 

predicatively is crucial to the definition of a central adjective. In that case, adjectives like hungry 

and infinite are considered to be central, because they can occur both attributively and 

predicatively, and adjectives like old, afraid, utter and asleep are called peripheral, because 

they fulfil at least one if the criteria. (ibid., 404) However, these rules are not always absolute 

– although most peripheral adjectives usually show a strong preference to be used either 

attributively or predicatively, they occasionally can be used in the other role as well. For 

example, adjectives able, aloof and aware typically function as predicatives:  

(36) Clients will be able to trade electronically. 

(37) In some ways, you’re aloof too. 

(38) Charlton is aware of the problem. (Biber et al., 1999: 507–508) 

     But they are to be found in attributive position as well:  

(39) a very able writer 

(40) a cool and aloof mood  

(41) an ever more aware consumer market (ibid., 508) 

     As previous examples have already shown, adjectives beginning with the prefix a- usually 

occur in predicative position. On the other side of the scale stands the adjective mere, which 

occurs only in attributive position. Also, adjectives ending with the suffix -al (e.g. political, 

chemical, industrial) show a strong preference to occur in attributive position. (ibid., 508)  

     Based on corpus findings in LGSW, it can be stated that attributive adjectives are much more 

frequent than predicative adjectives. According to their research, the overall use of adjectives 

is higher in the written registers and both attributive and predicative adjectives occur very rarely 

in conversation. The reason why the frequency of adjectives in written forms is higher is that 

there is a strong tendency to use noun phrases while presenting information. Thus, using 

adjectives, especially in attributive function, enables to add more information into a noun 

phrase. The research also suggests that attributive adjectives are more typical in the expository 

written register, while predicative adjectives are more common in fiction. (ibid., 506) This will 

be significant later, because all the examples used for the purpose of this research are from 

fiction. 
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2.3 Syntactic functions of adjectives 

     As was already stated, the difference between central and peripheral adjectives is often given 

by their ability to perform attributive and predicative function(s). Those are the two basic roles 

an adjective can take in a sentence or a phrase. But there are several other syntactic elements 

an adjective can hold. 

 

2.3.1 Attributive adjectives  

     The basic function of an adjective in a sentence is that of a modifier. This function is called 

attributive and its main task is to premodify a head of a noun phrase: 

(42) a small garden 

(43) popular ballads (Quirk et al., 1985: 417) 

     Adjectives of this syntactic function modify nominal expressions and in noun phrases they 

precede the head noun or pronoun. Usually, they modify common nouns (like in examples (42) 

and (43)), but they can also modify nouns that express names of places or persons: 

(44) ancient Mesopotamia 

(45) pharaonic Egypt  

(46) little Laura Davies  

(47) the wretched Paul (Biber et al., 1999: 510) 

     In an exclamative sentence, attributive adjectives also modify a personal pronoun, which is 

typical especially in conversation and fiction. Even though no adjective is frequent in this 

function, the adjectives poor, lucky and silly are considered to be common in this use:  

(48) Poor you Helen! 

(49) Lucky you! 

(50) Silly old him. (ibid.)  

 

2.3.2 Predicative adjectives  

     An adjective is defined as predicative when it functions as a subject or object complement, 

which means that there has to be a copular relationship between the subject and the subject 

complement (examples (51) and (52)), or the object and the object complement ((53) and (54)): 

(51) The children are happy.  

(52) He seems careless.  
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(53) He made the children happy. 

(54) I find him careless. (Quirk et al., 1985: 417) 

     But adjectives can occur as a complement not only to noun phrases, they can also be 

complements to clauses, both finite (examples (55) and (56)) and non-finite ((57) and (58)). 

This applies not only to subject complements, but to object complements as well ((59)): 

(55) That you need a car is obvious. 

(56) Whether he will resign is uncertain.  

(57) To drive a car is dangerous.  

(58) Playing chess is enjoyable.  

(59) I consider what he did foolish. (ibid.)  

     To further define subject complements (or subject predicatives, as they are called in LGSW), 

it should be stated that they always follow a copular verb and their role is to characterize, 

describe or evaluate the phrase or nominal expression that stands in the position of a subject: 

(60) She seems quite nice.  

(61) I would be easier, quicker and cheaper. 

(62) I’m afraid that’s impossible. (Biber et al., 1999: 515) 

     Object predicatives, on the other hand, always follow a direct object and make a certain 

predication about the noun phrase or other nominal expression that expresses it: 

(63) I said you’ve got all your priorities wrong.  

(64) He did not find her amusing and she found him quite disastrously dull. 

(65) She has considered it infinitely vulgar and debased. (ibid.)  

     Many of the adjectives that occur in the position of a predicate are typically accompanied 

by another complement, formed by a prepositional phrase (examples (66) and (67)) or a clause 

(e.g. to-infinitive clause, example (68)):  

(66) You’re good at remembering numbers. 

(67) That’s nice of you. 

(68) You look good enough to eat. (ibid., 515–516) 

     Semantically, the most frequent predicative adjectives in conversation are evaluative and 

emotional such as good, lovely and bad. In fiction, where the frequency of predicatives is higher, 

they usually describe a state of mind or emotion. (ibid., 518) 
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2.3.3 Other syntactic roles of adjectives  

     The third possible position of an adjective is that of a postpositive. This can be regarded as 

reduced relative clause, thus something that is useful is reduced to only something useful. A 

postpositive adjective usually occurs after compound indefinite pronouns and adverbs ending 

in -body, -one, -thing or – where, because those can be modified only postpositively: 

(69) Anyone (who is) intelligent can do it. 

(70) I want to try on something (that is) larger. 

(71) We are not going anywhere very exciting. (Quirk et al., 1985: 418) 

     The adjective is also postpositive in certain institutionalized expressions: 

(72) the president elect 

(73) attorney general 

(74) notary public (ibid.) 

     If an adjective has a complementation, it cannot function attributively, but the phrase 

requires postposition (examples (75) and (76)), however some cases allow the adjective to stand 

in the attributive position and only the complementation is in postposition ((77) and (78)). Also, 

adjectives modified by enough, too or so can be separated from the complementation in case 

that modified adjective is placed before the indefinite or zero article of the noun phrase ((79) 

and (80)): 

(75) a house larger than yours  

(76) the boys easiest to teach  

(77) They have a larger house than yours. 

(78) The easiest boys to teach were in my class.     

(79) She is brave enough a student to attempt the course. 

(80) It was too boring a book to read. (ibid., 420–421) 

     An adjective can also have a syntactic role of a noun phrase head, where the conversion from 

an adjective to a noun is not complete, which means that it cannot take an -s suffix to mark 

plural, although it has plural reference: 

(81) Why he was at Panglin with the lazy and the lame, the fat, the indifferent, the 

leaning and the halt. (Biber et al., 1999: 519–520) 

     If an adjective links two or more clauses or sentences to one another, it is said the adjective 

has a clause linking function: 

(82) Even more important, the prospect of a single currency would eliminate an 

enormous source of uncertainty for business. (ibid., 520) 
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    Another role of adjectives is that of exclamations, that was already mentioned above, while 

highlighting the ability of attributive adjectives to modify personal pronouns (2.3.1). 

Exclamations occur typically in conversation and fictional dialogues: 

(83) Great! I need some of those. (ibid.) 

     The last possible syntactic role of an adjective is that of a detached predicative. Detached 

predicatives are modifiers that are syntactically free of a noun phrase, they are key to fiction 

and usually stand in the initial position of a sentence: 

(84) Green, bronze and golden flowed through weeds and rushes. 

(85) Victor chuckled, highly amused. (ibid., 520–521) 

 

2.4 Stative and dynamic adjectives   

     According to CGEL, there are three possible semantic scales that are applicable to adjectives. 

These are the distinctions between stative and dynamic, gradable and nongradable, and inherent 

and noninherent. Although adjectives are characteristically stative, many of them can be, in 

certain cases, seen as dynamic. The difference between these two extremes in a scale can be 

illustrated syntactically, for example using the be + being + adjective construction. Adjectives 

that are clearly stative, like tall, cannot be used with the progressive (or the imperative): 

(86) *He is being tall. 

(87) *Be tall. (Quirk et al., 1985: 434) 

     But a different adjective, for example careful, can be used with both the progressive and the 

imperative: 

(88) He’s being careful. 

(89) Be careful. (ibid.) 

     What makes it possible is the fact that states denoted by adjectives like careful are, to some 

extent, controllable by their possessor and their validity may be only temporal. (ibid.) 

     In his articles about the semantic structure of English adjectives, Talmy Givón (1970: 831) 

divides adjectives into ‘stative’ and ‘active’ (instead of dynamic). He characterizes stative 

adjectives as noun-based and active adjectives as verb-based. Although he also mentions the 

imperative test to distinguish between stative and dynamic adjectives, he also states that the be 
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+ being + adjective construction excludes all stative adjectives, because they are based on nouns 

or express having a quality and thus they do not express action: 

(90) *The crowd is being very large/small today. 

(91) *The lecture is being very long/short today. (ibid.) 

     This confirms what was stated above – that the characteristics shown by a stative adjective 

cannot be controlled by their possessor.  

     But even some verb-based adjectives can be stative, in case they are based on a stative verbal 

construction. Thus, adjectives like high, low, near and far are considered to be stative, because 

there are based on the phrase be located at, which is also stative, and thus they cannot follow 

progressive as well: 

(92) *The clouds are being very high/low today. 

(93) *The troops are being very far from/near to base today. (ibid.) 

     In general, it does not depend on the actual adjective to distinguish whether it is stative or 

active, or noun-based or verb-based. It is important to distinguish whether the sense of the 

adjective is stative or active (dynamic), because even adjectives that are clearly stative can be 

used in an active sense and even be paraphrasable with active verbs: 

(94) He is being very good today. → He is behaving very good today.  

(95) He is being very big about it. → He behaves magnanimously.  

(96) He is being very cold to her. → He treats her coldly. (ibid., 831–832) 

 

     It can be stated that for the purpose of describing the be + being + adjective construction, 

adjectives play the key role in the semantics of the structure. From the classification of 

adjectives given on previous pages, it is obvious that the adjectives that occur in this structure 

can be both central and peripheral, as long as they show predicative function. Based on their 

semantic structure, this construction will work only with the adjectives, whose sense denotes 

action.  
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3 Copular predication  

 

3.1 Characteristics of copular predication 

     The predicate is one of the basic sentence constituents and together with the subject they 

have the main sentence-forming function in English, in contrast with Czech, where the subject 

is not explicitly required for the sentence to be formed. In English, a verb almost always stands 

in the position of the predicate, the most common exception is verbaless sentences: 

(1)  Charming!  

(2) Not bad, that trout. (Dušková a kol., 2012: 401) 

      Semantically, the predicate describes an action or a happening as well as a quality or an 

attribute and it also expresses some kind of relation of the subject. Basically, it predicates 

something about the subject, which is why it carries the meaning of the sentence.  

     There are two basic forms the predicate can have: it can be verbal, in which case it is realized 

only by a verb; or it can be copular (or verbo-nominal), in which case it consists of a verb, that 

carries all the morphological categories, and a nominal part, that carries the meaning. (ibid.)   

     A verb is defined as copular when a subject complement (Cs) follows the verb and at the 

same time the complement cannot be dropped from the clause because the meaning of the verb 

would change. Copular verbs are divided into two main classes, based on the role of the 

complement. It can be that of current attribute or resulting attribute, which corresponds to the 

distinction between current copulas and resulting copulas. Current copulas are typically stative, 

and thus cannot occur with the progressive aspect. (Quirk et al., 1985: 1171) 

     According to LGSW, copular verbs are used while the subject of the clause is to be associated 

with some attribute that is expressed by the complementation of the verb: 

(3) You’re very stupid.  

     In this concrete example, you is the subject and the adjectival phrase very stupid fulfils the 

role of the subject complement and ascribes a certain attribute of the person who is marked as 

you. The verb be (in this case realized by ‘re) then links the attribute very stupid to the subject 

you. Other copular verbs can not only ascribe an attribute to the subject, but they can also 

connect the subject with a time or space location, duration or direction. (Biber et al., 1999: 435) 
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     Beside the verb be, already briefly discussed, there are several other verbs that can function 

as copular and they can be divided into two main categories: 

a) current copular verbs: be, seem, appear, keep, remain, stay  

b) resulting copular verbs: become, get, go, grow, prove, come, turn, turn out, end up, wind 

up (ibid., 436) 

     Copular verbs that are referred to as ‘current’ are those that, according to Longman Grammar 

of Spoken and Written English, express “attributes that are in a continuing state of existence:” 

(4) We are all human. 

(5) I may have appeared a little short with my daughter that morning. (ibid.) 

     Resulting copular verbs, on the other hand, identify “an attribute a result of some process of 

change:” 

(6) She’ll end up pregnant.  

(7) His breathing became less frantic. (ibid.) 

 

3.2 Semantic classification of copular predication  

     There are three basic and several other semantic functions a copular predication can express. 

The three most common semantic functions are the following: 

a) qualifying function that describes a feature or a characteristic of the object, as in this 

view is erroneous;  

b) identifying function that identifies the subject with another element, as in the first 

president of the United States was George Washington; 

c) classifying function that characterizes a jurisdiction of a subject to a class, as in her 

brother is a radio announcer. (Dušková a kol., 2012: 408) 

     The difference between the classifying and identifying function is based on the specificity 

of the subject and the complement. In identifying function, the subject and the complement are 

interchangeable, because they both have the same degree of specificity. Thus, it is possible to 

change the sentence the first president of the United States was George Washington to George 

Washington was the first president of the United States. This proves that George Washington 

and the first president of the United States stand on the same semantic level and one of the 

identifies with the other. (ibid.)   
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     The classifying function of copular predication, on the other hand, does not identify one 

element of the sentence with another, but the subject is more specified, and the complement is 

more general. The subject is thus pigeonholed into a wider scale and is a member of a group 

specified by the complement. In this case, the sentence cannot be transformed in the same way 

the sentence with identifying copular predication was, because the phrase *a radio announcer 

is her brother does not make sense. It is also useful to point out that in classifying copular 

construction an indefinite article is used before the complement, because it marks the inclusion 

of a subject to a scale. (ibid.) 

     Another semantic function of copular predication is the possessive one. The basic tool that 

denotes possessive function is the verb have. Although in sentences with have the verbs keeps 

its lexical function and thus can simply fulfil the S–V–O pattern, from a semantic point of view 

it is very close to copular constructions with be: 

(8) She has blue eyes. 

(9) Her eyes are blue.  

     But the verbonominal character of the verb have is more significant while referring to an 

active function rather than possessive: 

(10) to have a smoke 

(11) to have a bath  

(12) to have a chat (ibid., 409) 

     All these three examples could be expressed using the verbal form of the complement, like 

to smoke, to bath or to chat. That confirms the active function of the use of have as a copular 

predicate. 

     The last semantic function is existential or existential locative. In those cases, there is an 

existential there at the beginning of the clause, in the position that is otherwise typical for the 

subject: 

(13) There is no exception.  

     However, these sentences can be paraphrased with the verb exist, which is the reason why 

be is sometimes considered to be a lexical verb rather than copular in these types of sentences. 

(Dušková a kol., 2012: http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/12.21.4) 

 

 

http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/12.21.4
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3.3 Complements of copular verbs  

     According to LGSW, the complement of a copular verb can be a subject predicative or an 

obligatory adverbial. Subject complements in verb phrases with a copular verb can be realized 

by noun phrases, adjective phrases or prepositional phrases. The verbs that take the widest range 

of possible patterns are be, seem, and appear. All these verbs occur with both complement 

clauses and adjectival or nominal clauses. (Biber et al., 1999: 436) 

     The most common copular verb that takes an adjectival complement is the verb be. 

According to corpus findings in LGSW, it occurs with an adjectival complement more than 20 

times more often than any other copular verb, a verb phrase with be + adjective (or adjective 

phrase) basically occurs more than twice on every page on average. The other four most 

common copular verbs that take an adjectival complement, besides be, are verbs become, get, 

look and feel. (ibid., 437) But the verbs be, seem and appear can take the widest range of 

valency patterns; they can be complemented by an adjective phrase, noun phrase, prepositional 

phrase, or complement clause (to-infinitive or that-clause). The most common complements of 

the verb be are noun phrases (over 50%), but be + adjective or adjective phrase is also very 

common, and be + complement clause or be + prepositional phrase are quite rare. (ibid., 446) 

     The pattern be + adjective (phrase) is especially common in academic writing and in fiction. 

The high frequency of copular constructions in academic writing fits with the greater usage of 

existence and occurrence verbs in that type of prose, and fiction favours also sensory copular 

verbs, because it is typically concerned with the feelings and appearances of characters in the 

narrative. (ibid., 437–438) While using the copular verb in conversation, the majority of clauses 

has a pronoun in the position of a subject: 

(14) He is very alert. 

(15) They’re all great friends. (ibid., 449) 

     According to other corpus findings in LGSW, it seems that certain predicative adjectives are 

common in single registers, e.g. alright and lovely in conversation and alone and tired in fiction. 

Semantically, the adjectival complements in conversation are often evaluative or emotive like 

good, lovely and bad, or they express agreement or confidence like right, alright and sure. 

(ibid., 516) 

     The copular predication in the be + being + adjective construction plays the key syntactic 

role. It defines not the overall form of the sentence on a syntactic level, but it also determines 

the predicative function of the following adjective. Examining a sentence with a copular verb 
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phrase, one must look at the quality (or classification etc.) represented by the complement and 

ascribe it to the subject through the verb. As is obvious from the aim of this paper, the concern 

will be in what sense does the progressive copula construction differ from the simple copula 

construction, in other words, how is the sentence she is being funny different from the sentence 

she is funny. In both these examples the complement funny is ascribed to the subject she, yet 

the presumption is that in the first case the quality is situational and in the second case it is 

permanent.  
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4 Progressive  

     The term progressive is used to describe those verb constructions in which the -ing form of 

the verb follows a form of the auxiliary verb be, as in is working, will be working, has been 

working etc. (Leech, 2004: 18) Quirk (1985: 198) separates the meaning of the progressive into 

three basic components (but not all of them need to be present in a single instance):  

a) The happening marked by the progressive aspect has a duration (this component is 

characteristic for single events). 

b) The duration of the happening is limited (this component is characteristic for states and 

habits). 

c) The happening expressed by a progressive form of a verb does not have to be complete. 

This is important especially for the distinction of conclusive and non-conclusive action: 

(1) I read a novel yesterday evening. 

(2) I was reading a novel yesterday evening. (ibid.) 

     While example (1) suggests that the person who stated that read a whole novel in one 

evening, example (2) claims no implication that the novel was finished. (ibid.) 

     While using the progressive, the speaker concentrates on the course of the narrative. So, 

when the progressive is used while referring to the past or future, it is the subjective perception 

of the speaker that, to some extent, regulates the choice of the use of the progressive. (Dušková 

a kol., 2012: http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/8.82.22) 

     Because the use of the progressive presents the given situation as dynamic, it cannot be used 

to describe a state: 

(3) *She is believing in God. (Leech et al., 2009: 129) 

     However, in present day English there are several situations in which verbs that are typically 

stative can occur with the progressive aspect. In these cases, the verb does not represent a pure 

state, but a temporary state (example (4)), a state that changes by degrees (example (5)) or a 

case, in which the verb be is used agentively (example (6)): 

(4) Mary’s living in a flat in London. 

(5) The baby’s resembling his father more and more every day. 

(6) John’s being silly. (ibid.) 

 

     It is especially example (6) that is key to the aim of this paper. The claim that the use of the 

progressive form of the verb be complemented by an adjective denotes agentativeness of the 

http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/8.82.22
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expression will be demonstrated later with the help of the Czech translations of corpus 

examples. These should show the correlation between the use of the progressive form of the 

copula be as in (6), indicating that John is being silly means that John behaves in such a way in 

a certain situation, and its reflection of the dynamic temporary meaning in the translation.  

 

4.1 Progressive aspect of be  

     Although the verb be, as well as have, intriduce above all a quality, it can also introduce a 

situation that would be less permanent – a state. If be or have occur with the progressive aspect, 

it means “that they [i.e. sentences with such a predicate] have been in some sense reinterpreted 

as containing a dynamic predication” (Quirk et al., 1985: 200): 

(7) Peter is being awkward.  

(8) Mary is being tired. (ibid.) 

     The first of these two sentences suggests that ‘awkwardness’ is not Peter’s permanent 

quality, but that it is a form of behaviour that he is showing in the current moment. The second 

example does not point out Mary’s general lassitude, but it highlights the fact that she is acting 

like she is tired. (ibid.) 

     So, even though stative verbs are not typically compatible with the progressive, they can be 

combined with this aspect, but the meaning of the verb is slightly changed. While using the 

progressive form of a dynamic verb, the most obvious thing that changes is the temporariness 

of the event described in the clause. But with stative verbs, the verb is reinterpreted as dynamic 

and a meaning of process or agentivity is added. This shift is illustrated in following table on 

verbs be, hope and resemble: 

Table 1: Stative verbs with the progressive 

normal nonprogressive  non-normal progressive special effect of progressive 

The neighbours are friendly. The neighbours are being 

friendly. 

suggests that ‘friendliness’ is 

a form of behaviour (perhaps 

insincere) 

I hope you will come. I am hoping you will come. makes the speaker’s attitude 

more tentative and perhaps 

more polite 

Tina resembles her sister.  Tina is resembling her sister 

more and more. 

with the comparative 

construction, the progressive 

turns the stative meaning 

into a process meaning 

(ibid., 202) 
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     In addition, Kranich (2010: 156–157) claims that the progressive may not only signify a shift 

from a stative to a dynamic meaning of the verb but is a marker of subjective interpretation. In 

the following examples, the speaker expresses his subjective evaluation of the given situation:  

(9) She was being a heroine in a romance. Hannele could see her being a heroine, 

playing the chief part in her own life romance. 

(10) I took seven games out of nine off the young squash pro this morning, but of 

course he was being gentle with me. (ibid.) 

     The interpretative function of the use of be in progressive can also be understood from the 

fact that in most cases it is used with 1st or 2nd person subjects, thus it can be stated that it 

evaluates or interprets one’s own or one’s addressee’s behaviour. (ibid., 157) The following 

example shows that the be + being + adjective construction is used to subjectively interpret one 

own’s perception of his own actions: 

(11) “Yes but I mean when will you stay here?” “I’m staying here.” “Please be 

serious, Mr Corker.” “I am being serious.” (ibid.) 

     A similar definition of the distinction between the use of the copular be in its simple form 

and its progressive is also offered by P.H. Matthews in his book The Position of Adjectives in 

English. (Matthews, 2014: 143–144) To highlight the difference, Matthews uses the 

comparison of following sentences: 

(12) They are stupid. 

(13) They are being stupid. (ibid., 143) 

     According to him, sentence (12) defines “a number of individuals [who] are characterized, 

that is, by their own stupidity.” (ibid.) This sentence and its interpretation follow the general 

belief that adjectives state “that something has a certain property.” (ibid.) But example (13) is 

not that easy pigeonholed – it still marks a feature of a group of people referred to as “they”, 

but it adds another aspect to the meaning of the sentence as a whole. Matthews simply explains 

that there is no reason to assume that this group of individuals is not as intelligent as anyone 

else, but that it describes the way they are acting at the moment or the decision they have made. 

(ibid., 143–144) 
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 5 Be + being + adjective construction  

 

5.1 Description of the be + being + adjective construction 

     As was already mentioned above, the combination of an adjective with the verb be is usually 

seen as means to ascribe a quality to whoever/whatever stands in the position of a subject or to 

mention that something has a certain property. (Matthews, 2014: 143) But when one more 

feature is added to the be + adjective frame, it is soon found out that not all adjectives can 

appear in such a position. This criterion is the one of the progressive. To make this be + being 

+ adjective construction work (and grammatically correct), the sentence or clause in which it is 

used must fulfil two conditions: 

1) the subject must refer to an individual capable of self-control; 

2) the adjective used must have some sort of active meaning. (ibid. 145) 

     The difference between stative and active (or dynamic) adjectives has already been 

discussed (2.4). But in fact, the situation is not as simple as to define that only those adjectives 

that are considered active can be used in the be + being + adjective construction. Consider the 

three following sentences: 

(1) The dinner was very good. 

(2) She is good at arithmetic. (ibid.) 

     In these examples, good is clearly stative and does the basic thing that is usually discussed 

while explaining the use of be + adjective construction – it ascribes some quality to the subject. 

Even though in example (2) there is a tendency to see the subject as capable of self-control, one 

is not likely to say neither the dinner was being very good, nor she is being good at arithmetic. 

(ibid.) So far, the shown examples have supported the original claim that stative adjectives do 

not occur with the progressive. But the following sentence refutes it: 

(3) The children are being very good.  

     Looking at this sentence, Matthews argues that good must have another sense in which it is 

semantically active. (ibid.) Accepting this claim, supports what was stated earlier – that the be 

+ being + adjective construction can occur when the subject refers to someone/something 

capable of self-control and that the adjective’s meaning is somehow active. (ibid.) Another 

important fact is that sentence (3) does not claim that the children are essentially good under 
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any circumstances, but it refers to a certain situation and the children’s momentary behaviour. 

Generally, they would not be recognized as good or bad. (ibid. 146) 

     Another way to highlight the significant difference between the use of copular predication 

with be with or without progressive is the addition of an adverbial. (ibid.) Compare following 

sentences: 

(4) The children were noisy. 

(5) The children were noisy this morning. 

     Whereas the example (4) may refer to both a universal claim and a single occasion, the 

example (5) positively refers to one particular situation. Thus sentence (5) could be rewritten 

using the progressive, the children were being noisy this morning. But if the noisiness was a 

general attribute of these children (which is a possible interpretation of sentence (4)), the 

alternative with the progressive would not correspond to the truth. But what could express the 

truth, on the other hand, would be the use of the adjective in the attributive position, as in they 

were noisy children. In this sentence, the adjective clearly refers to a general characteristics of 

the children, which is something the sentence with the progressive could never express. (ibid.) 

     So even though adjectives are primarily perceived as stative, their meaning shifts to an active 

one when they are used with the progressive, as in following examples: 

(6) I am thorough. 

(7) I am being thorough.  

     Similarly as in examples (4) and (5), even here the first sentence refers to a characteristic 

and the second to a behaviour in a certain moment. (Dušková a kol., 2012: 

http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/6.4) Thus, sentences where the progressive is used together with be and 

an adjective always have narrower meaning than those where the predicate consists only of a 

simple form of be and an adjective.  

     On the other hand, there is no reason to claim that the version without the progressive always 

has to refer to an overall reality. The situation could be objectively the same if described by one 

of the following sentences: 

(8) Your friends were helpful. 

(9) Your friends were being helpful. (Matthews, 2014: 150) 

     If one is speaking about a certain situation, both sentences could be applicable. According 

to Matthews, the sentences could differ in whether they are perceived as active or stative. He 

http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/6.4
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states that “using the progressive a speaker focuses subjectively on the activity and on the 

intentions of the people referred to.” (ibid.) Thus the situation described by example (9) is 

perceived and presented as active. On the other hand, “where there is no progressive,” Matthews 

continues, “a speaker is focusing on no more than a property the people exhibit, temporary as 

it may be.” (ibid.) So the same situation, this time expressed by example (8), would be perceived 

as static. 

 

5.2 The description of the construction in standard reference grammars   

     For the purpose of this paper, four academic reference grammars of English linguistics were 

used: A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (CGEL, Quirk et al., 1985), 

Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (LGSW, Biber et al., 1999), The Cambridge 

Grammar of the English Language (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002) and Mluvnice současné 

angličtiny na pozadí češtiny (MSA, Dušková a kol., 2012, and Dušková a kol., Elektronická 

mluvnice současné angličtiny, 2012, http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/).  

     Starting with MSA, it mentions this construction very briefly in Chapter 6, which is otherwise 

about adjectives. (Dušková a kol., 2012: http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/6.4) The description highlights 

the active meaning an adjective has when used with the progressive form of be and uses 

especially the I am/am being thorough example that was cited in 5.1.  

     In The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language, the be + being + adjective 

construction is mentioned when defining the difference between states and occurrences. 

(Huddleston and Pullum, 2002: 119) It is declared that the difference is reflected linguistically 

in many ways, one of them being the use of the progressive, because the progressive aspect 

does not occur with expression denoting states: 

(10) *The flag is being red. 

(11) The flag is/was red. (ibid.) 

     Huddleston and Pullum explain that a state (that the redness of the flag is) cannot be 

combined with the progressive as in example (10) but is freely combined with the simple 

present as in example (11). (ibid.) 

     The construction is also mentioned in Chapter 3 (The verb), where it is reiterated that 

expressions denoting static situations usually do not combine with the progressive, except for 

the cases that involve agentive activity. Thus, the sentence He is being tactful is interpreted as 

http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/
http://emsa.ff.cuni.cz/6.4
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He is behaving tactfully, so describing a present behaviour and not a personal quality. (ibid. 

167) The sentence with the progressive is seen as describing momentary action also because 

the progressive itself expresses temporariness, limited duration. But The Cambridge Grammar 

of the English Language does not forget to mention that this suggestion can be easily cancelled 

by adding a temporal adjunct to a sentence where the progressive is not used to mark the 

temporariness: He is very tactful this morning. (ibid., 168) 

     CGEL suggests that the use of the progressive of be within a copular predicate with an 

adjective makes the meaning of otherwise stative adjectives dynamic in a chapter about 

subclassification of adjectives. (Quirk et al., 1985: 436) It uses the sentence The actor is being 

wooden tonight to show that stative adjectives can have dynamic sense in certain uses. The 

construction is also mentioned in a section about the semantics and grammar of adverbials. 

(ibid., 518) The section states that adjuncts of space are frequently obligatory in be clauses, e.g. 

The birthday party is in the next room. But clauses with the progressive are excluded from this 

claim (e.g. *Charles is being in the next room) except for clauses like Charles is being 

boisterous (in the next room), which is put in the contrast with the previous example. (ibid.) 

Later in the same section the be + being + adjective construction is used to demonstrate that 

volitional subjuncts can occasionally occur with copular verbs when their complement is an 

adjective in dynamic use., e.g. He is being foolish intentionally. (ibid., 575) In the section about 

word formation, it is once again mentioned that dynamic meaning of adjectives is signalled by 

the progressive aspect of be, e.g. He is just being friendly (meaning acting in a friendly manner). 

(ibid., 1566) 

     In LGSW, no concrete uses or explanations of the be + being + adjective construction were 

found. It was searched especially in chapters about verbs (Biber et al., 1999: 357), variation of 

the verb phrase (ibid., 451) and in a chapter about adjectives and adverbs (ibid., 503), but 

without any results.  

     Generally, this construction is usually seen as a marker of dynamic use of adjectives and is 

described in sections about adjectives. It is also described in sections about the use of the 

progressive and its restrictions.  
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6 Data and Method 

 

     In order to describe the reflexes of the dynamic use of adjectives in the Czech translations, 

the material was gathered from the English-Czech section of the parallel corpus InterCorp v11, 

accessible from https://www.korpus.cz/. All the examples listed in the Appendix come from 

fiction, originally written in English and translated to Czech. Both the original and the 

translation are important to see how the examined construction appears in the original text and 

if there is some stable or usual way how it is translated into Czech. 

     To get the data needed for this research, following corpus query was used:  

[lemma="be" & tag="V.*"][word="being"][]{0,1}[tag="JJ"] 

      Using this query, all the examples of be + being + adjective construction were retrieved, 

including those that include an element (adverbial) in front of the adjective.  

     Overall, the corpus returned 331 concordance lines (the results come from 12th May 2019), 

out of which 35% (116) included an intensifier or an adjunct preceding the adjective. 

     All the retrieved examples were then shuffled, and the first 100 sentences were included in 

the sample. The false positives were eliminated and replaced by those that went after the first 

100.  The eliminated sentences are the following: 

(1) And now I’m being denied due process. 

(2) But she was dead, dead with shock on her face, and I was coming through, being reborn 

into a new life.  

(3) For a moment Strange looked as if he was going to return his lordship an angry reply, 

but thinking better of it he sighed and inquired whether the seventeen dead Neapolitans 

were being kept safe. 

(4) A false rumour that the whole household was being distributed free spread like wildfire. 

(5) The cold small star expands, a torrent of stripes snaps into a picture, Sammy Davis Jr. 

is being the little dirty old man, tapping along behind the park bench, humming that 

aimless sad doodling tune.  

(6) I was being a lousy conversationalist, but I didn’t feel like it. 
(7) But was being dumb an excuse for being stupid? 

(8) […] a theory of perceptual time based on the circulation of the blood and conceptually 

depending (to fill up this nutshell) on the mind’s being conscious not only of matter but 

also of its own self, thus crating a continuous spanning of two points (the storable future 

and the stored past). 
(9) You’re being so… so… ooh, I don’t know what the word is… 

     Examples (1), (2), (3) and (4) were eliminated from the sample because they represent 

progressive passive constructions and the purpose of this paper is to examine the progressive 

https://www.korpus.cz/
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of be with words that are without any doubt identified only as adjectives. Example (5) includes 

an article in front of the adjective, which is something that was not taken into account when 

preparing the corpus query, and even its translation (Malá studená hvězdička se rozteče po 

obrazovce, blikavé pruhy se promění v obraz. Ten starej oplzlík, lelkující za lavičkou v parku a 

pobroukávající si nesouvislou, smutnou, sentimentální písničku, je Sammy Davis junior.) 

suggests that the copular phrase implies identification rather than a description of a momentary 

action or behaviour. And what is even more important, the head of the complement is not an 

adjective, but a noun man. The same applies to sentence (6). In example (7), the be + being + 

adjective construction serves as a subject of the sentence (a gerund), and this research considers 

only its predicative use. In sentence (8), the construction is also non-finite. In example (9), the 

adjective is missing, even though the sentence implies it describes someone’s momentary 

behaviour. 

     Later in the process of analysis, one more pair of sentences was excluded from the sample. 

In the original, the sentence meets all the conditions required for the purpose of this paper: 

(10) He was smiling oddly but for a moment she thought he was being genuinely 

friendly, that perhaps it was a peace offering. 

     This is an example of the be + being + adjective construction and the head of the complement 

of the copular predicate is an adjective. But the translation that the corpus offered takes into 

account only a part of this sentence and does not translate the examined construction: 

(11) V tu chvíli si myslela, že je to nabídka ke smíru. 

     That is why this pair of sentences was replaced as well.  

     Having gathered the sample of 100 instances and their Czech counterparts, the first step in 

the analysis was to describe those “local” aspects of the construction that were not shared by 

all instances, namely the adverbials and their translation, postmodifiers and their translation, 

and multiple clause elements. Only after this step the shared features of the construction were 

dealt with. 

     In the Analysis, the numbers between slash marks refer to the numbers of corresponding 

sentences in the Appendix. 
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7 Analysis  

 

7.1 Adjectives  

     The first part of the analysis focuses on the treatment of adjectives in the be + being + 

adjective construction, describing which adjectives are represented repeatedly, and which and 

how frequent intensifiers are in this type of construction. 

     As Table 2 shows, almost a third of all instances are modified by an adjunct. The semantic 

classes of adjuncts involve intensifiers (intensifying a quality) and manner adjuncts (specifying 

the behaviour). In addition, six adjectives are postmodified and six appear as multiple Cs. 

Table 2: Adjectives 

examined aspects number/% of 

examples 

intensifier 23 

adjunct of manner 7 

post-modification  6 

multiple adjectives  6 

total  100 

  

 

7.1.1 Intensifiers  

     Intensifiers were briefly mentioned in the previous chapter that was concerned with the 

methodology of this research. The query used searched for occurrences both with and without 

adverbials and that one third of the results included an adverbial. Out of the one hundred pairs 

of sentences, in thirty English sentences the construction was extended by an adverbial. This 

proportion more or less corresponds to the proportion observed in the entire corpus.  
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Table 3: Intensifiers  

intensifier  number of 

occurrences  

% 

so  5 22 % 

too 5 22 % 

very 3 13 % 

quite 2 9 % 

extremely  1 4 % 

especially  1 4 % 

overly  1 4 % 

entirely  1 4 % 

pretty  1 4 % 

horribly  1 4 % 

frightfully  1 4 % 

insufficiently 1 4 % 

total  23 100 % 

 

     The most common of all the intensifiers in the sample are the adverbs so and too, they appear 

in 44% cases. So is used five times, too also appears five times:  

(1) And here I thought I was being so suave by letting you order for me. /9/ 

(2) You are being so good, Mrs. Nosey. /12/ 

(3) Except for the newspaper, we’re being so authentic it’s like nothing we’re wearing’s 

even been washed in this century. /32/ 

(4) When one of us is making such an effort, I don’t see why one of us is being so darn 

offensive. /45/  

(5) You are being so stupid. /96/ 

(6) I’m being too careful, is all. /28/ 

(7) I am afraid that Piers was being too clever in rooting for a natural loser, as my dear 

father would have said. /61/ 

(8) Maybe he is being too hard on the fellow. /83/ 

(9) You’re being too Gothic. /98/ 

(10) He thinks that the security on his shift is bad and the other guards are being too 

polite. /100/ 

     In example (4), the adjective offensive is potentiated not only by so, but also by the 

expression darn, which makes the whole construction even more striking. 
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     According to Cambridge dictionary1, so can be defined as “very, extremely, or to such a 

degree”2. And it is very that is the third most common intensifier in the sample, appearing three 

times: 

(11) Sometimes I think he’s being very clever. /17/ 

(12) I thought I was being very kind. /47/ 

(13) I think you are being very selfish. /57/ 

     Other intensifiers are similar in meaning, e.g. extremely and especially3: 

(14) But that means nothing because I cannot read other naturalists unless they are 

being extremely accurate and not literary. /52/ 

(15) After the family from Three Mile Falls, Dr. Larch was being especially careful 

with Homer. /84/ 

     Other frequent intensifiers are quite, overly and entirely. Quite appears in two sentences, 

overly and entirely both appear once (actually, entirely appears two times, but since both the 

adjectives it intensifies belong to one be + being + adjective(s) construction, it is considered as 

one use): 

(16) They were being quite friendly to each other, though oddly formal. /19/ 

(17) By making an effort from the beginning of this project not to inflict my ways on 

them, I now found that they were being quite successful at inflicting their ways 

on me. /46/ 

(18) Langdon was wary, but he now sensed Vittoria was being overly dramatic. /65/ 

(19) Since I can’t tell whether he is being entirely serious and entirely frivolous, I 

put a question I can’t remember putting to any of my adult friends before. /67/      

     Using the list of synonyms to very and extreme, it was already mentioned that intensifiers 

expressing degree are quite frequent in this construction. And even those adverbs that were not 

listed in the dictionary as synonyms to so or very and appear in the sample express some kind 

of degree, e.g. pretty, horribly or frightfully: 

(20) I think some people are being pretty nasty. /3/ 

(21) I was being horribly nosey. /13/ 

(22) She’s being frightfully obstinate. /76/ 

     In sentence (20), pretty is used in the sense of “quite, but not extremely”4. It expresses that 

some people are behaving nasty a lot, or very nasty. All these possible intensifiers describe the 

 
1Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/. Accessed on 03/05/2020. 
2Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/so. Accessed on 03/05/2020.  
3Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/topics/language/very-and-extreme/. Accessed on 

03/05/2020. 
4 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pretty. Accessed on 03/05/2020. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/so
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/topics/language/very-and-extreme/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pretty
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degree of ‘nastiness’ these people embody. If one would replace pretty with very, the clause 

would still have the same meaning. Similar situation comes in the translation:  

(23) Myslím, že pár lidí se k ní chová dost hnusně. /3/ 

     Even here one could replace dost with other intensifier expressing degree and the sentence 

would keep its interpretation, e.g. Myslím, že pár lidí se k ní chová opravdu/hodně hnusně. The 

same would be applicable to sentences (21) and (22). 

    The adverb insufficiently appears once among the examples, but unlike the previous 

examples it carries the meaning of “in a way that is not enough”5:  

(24) Strike, who had already taken several hearty mouthfuls (far too much garlic, but 

he was hungry), felt he was being insufficiently sympathetic. /55/ 

 

7.1.2 Adjuncts of manner 

     In seven instances, other adverbial expressions that precede the adjectives in the be + being 

+ adjective construction modify not the degree of the given adjective, but the manner. The most 

frequent are unusually and deliberately, each appearing two times: 

(25) If so the CIA was being unusually effective in covering it. /4/ 

(26) For such a quiet man the Bee King was being unusually forthcoming. /22/ 

(27) He was being deliberately rude. /50/ 

(28) When I suggested to Villanelle that she was being deliberately mysterious and 

taking me a way I would never recognise again, she smiled and said she was 

taking me down an ancient way that only a boatman could hope to remember. 

/66/ 

     The rest of the adjuncts appears only once in the position of the adjective modifier in the be 

+ being + adjective construction: unnecessarily (/29/), playfully (/37/), and normally (/89/). 

     From the observation of the selected examples, it can be stated that the modifiers that precede 

the adjective in the be + being + adjective construction usually express degree of the quality 

expressed in the given adjective. Occurrence of manner adjuncts is also of interest as it 

expresses the manner of the behaviour.  

 

 

 
5 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/insufficiently. Accessed on 

03/05/2020. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/insufficiently
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7.1.3 Degree and manner in translation 

     Even though 30% of the sentences have an intensifier or a manner adjunct in front of the 

adjective in the original, the same proportion is not found in the translation. Since all the 

examples come from fiction, there is no expectation for word-to-word translation, but the 

purpose of this paper is to examine and define the most common ways the translators use to 

translate such a construction.  

     This part of the paper considers only the adjective and its modifier and their translation to 

Czech. Out of the thirty sentences where the adjective of the be + being + adjective construction 

is modified, only thirteen preserve the form of an adjective and its modifier in the Czech 

version, which is less than a half. Most of them, eleven to be exact, retain the form even in the 

choice of a verb and the head of the verb phrase is the Czech equivalent of the verb be, být. So, 

the translation of the whole construction is more or less literal, as the following example 

illustrates: 

(29) She’s being frightfully obstinate. /76/ 

     This sentence could serve as an exemplary illustration of the be + being + adjective 

construction. The head of the complement is obstinate, intensified with the adverb frightfully. 

The sentence describes someone’s behaviour or way of acting in a particular situation. The 

Czech equivalent is its literal translation: 

(30) Je strašně tvrdohlavá. /76/ 

     The sentence keeps the three main constituents of the examined construction – it has a 

copular verb, the head of the verb phrase is the verb be (or its Czech equivalent) and the 

complement is an adjective, in this case intensified with an adverb modifier. Out of the thirty 

examples that include an intensifier or an adjunct of manner, 37% (eleven cases) follow this 

exact form. In addition to /76/, already discussed above as (30), the rest are sentences /13/, /22/, 

/28/, /32/, /37/, /45/, /52/, /83/, /89/ and /100/. 

     There are two more cases in which the complement and its modifier have the form of an 

adjective and an adverb. First of them is sentence (31). In this case, only two conditions of the 

original construction are preserved – there is a copular verb and its complement is an adjective 

(in this case modified with an adverb). What is changed in example (31) is the verb. Here is the 

sentence in English original and Czech translation:  
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(31) When I suggested to Villanelle that she was being deliberately mysterious and 

taking me a way I would never recognise again, she smiled and said she was 

taking me down an ancient way that only a boatman could hope to remember.  

Když jsem podotkl, že Villanella se dělá schválně tajemnou a veze mne cestou, 

kterou si nikdy nezapamatuji, usmála se a pravila, že mě veze starodávnou 

stezkou, kterou si zapamatuje jenom převozník. /66/ 

     The translation keeps the adjective and the adverb and translates them quite literary, using 

the expression schválně tajemný, but changes the verb. The construction dělat se 

nějakým/nějakou is colloquial in Czech, thus it causes a slight change on the level of stylistics. 

The shift from the equivalent of English be, být, to dělat se also caused the change of case in 

the expression. If this Czech version of the sentence would be translated back to English, one 

would probably use the expression Villanella makes herself/pretends to be deliberately 

mysterious to keep up with the meaning of dělat se. The reality would probably be the same if 

described by any of these expressions, but the fact that the translation suggests that ‘Villanella 

is able to make herself look deliberately mysterious’ only highlights the fact that the be + being 

+ adjective construction requires a subject that manifests a certain degree of agentive behaviour 

(see 5.1).  

     The other of the two that have a modifier in the original and the translation of the phrase 

also includes an adjective and an adjunct in the position of the complement of the construction, 

is sentence /29/. The only difference is that in this case, the translation completely omits the 

verb (may it be the equivalent of be or any other verb). Compare the original and its translation: 

(32) Thomas thinks, he was being unnecessarily Welsh. 

Až moc velsšké, pomyslí si Thomas. /29/ 

     In this case, the translation transforms the sentence from an example of indirect speech to a 

direct one. Simultaneously, it leaves out the verb and considers only the part of the sentence 

that originally fulfilled the role of a complement. Even without knowing the context of the 

sentence, one can simply imagine both these sentences referring to a momentary situation. But, 

looking at the different tenses in the two verbs used in the original sentence, it is clear that the 

act of ‘being Welsh’ took place before ‘Thomas’s thinking’ and that the be + being + adjective 

construction describes a past situation, which, not knowing the context, is not clear from the 

translation.  

     Another group of nine sentences (30%) displays a different way of translating the 

complement of the construction and its modifier. The sentences transformed the construction 

in such a way that the expression that was originally given the form of an adjective and its 
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modifier is in the Czech translation expressed by an adverb and its modifier (/3/, /4/, /17/, /19/, 

/46/, /47/, /57/, /67/ and /84/). Out of these nine, five sentences have the verb chovat se (or 

zachovat se) in the position of the predicate, as in the following example: 

(33) Sometimes I think he’s being very clever. 

Někdy mám dojem, že se chová velice mazaně. /17/ 

     The literal translation of the Czech expression would be that he behaves in a very clever way. 

As is described later in the paper, the use of the verb chovat se (or its equivalent zachovat se) 

is generally one of the most common ways of how the be + being + adjective construction is 

translated (see 7.3.2). Considering only the cases where the adjective has a modifier, the 

following sentences use this verb chovat se in their Czech version:  

(34) I think some people are being pretty nasty.  

Myslím, že pár lidí se k ní chová dost hnusně. /3/ 

(35) Sometimes I think he’s being very clever.  

Někdy mám dojem, že se chová velice mazaně. /17/ 

(36) They were being quite friendly to each other, though oddly formal.  

Chovali se k sobě docela přátelsky, i když s podivnou zdvořilostí. /19/ 

(37) I thought I was being very kind.  

Říkal jsem si, že jsem se zachoval víc než laskavě. /47/ 

(38) I think you are being very selfish.  

Myslím si, že se chováte velice sobecky. /57/ 

     The last four cases that include an adverb and a modifier in Czech are similar to the previous 

sentences, only with the difference that other verbs than chovat se were used: 

(39) If so the CIA was being unusually effective in covering it. 

Nevěřil, že ano, a pokud přece, daří se jim nezvykle dobře všechno utajit. /4/ 

(40) […] I now found that they were being quite successful at inflicting their ways 

on me.  

[…] a najednou jsem zjistil, že se jim celkem úspěšně daří vnutit mi jejich vlastní 

mravy. /46/ 

(41) Since I can’t tell whether he is being entirely serious or entirely frivolous, […] 

Protože nevím, jestli to myslí naprosto vážně nebo naprosto lehkovážně, […] /67/ 

(42) After the family from Three Mile Falls, Dr. Larch was being especially careful 

with Homer.  

Po zkušenostech z Three Mile Falls se Dr. Larch rozhodl postupovat v Homerově 

případě zvlášť obezřetně. /84/ 

      In the Czech version of sentence (39), there is the phrase daří se jim nezvykle dobře in the 

position of the original construction was being unusually effective. The verb dařit se is also 

used in sentence (40), so that the sentence they were being quite successful is translated into se 

jim celkem úspěšně daří. The same applies to (41), where the verb myslet is used. For interest, 

there is one more thing that catches the eye while looking at this sentence, and that is the choice 
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of the words vážně and lehkovážně in Czech. Having the same root, these two expressions create 

an interesting game with words in the construction.  

     The last example of this category is the sentence (42), where the original was being 

especially careful with Homer is translated using a copular predicate that has another verb as a 

complement and the original adjective phrase especially careful modifies the predicate of the 

Czech version in the position of an adverbial: rozhodl [se] postupovat v Homerově případě 

zvlášť obezřetně.  

     The following sentences also have an intensifier in front of the adjective in the be + being + 

adjective construction, but the translations choose a completely different ways of paraphrasing 

the whole sentences. Look at the original constructions and their Czech equivalents: 

(43) I was being so suave by letting you order for me → jsem ze zdvořilosti nechal     

na vás, abyste mi objednala /9/ 

(44) you are being so good → zvládla jste to výborně /12/ 

(45) he was being deliberately rude → provokoval /50/ 

(46) [he] felt he was being insufficiently sympathetic → napadlo [ho], že by asi měl 

projevit větší účast /55/ 

(47) Piers was being too clever → Piers to s tou chytrostí přehnal /61/ 

(48) Vittoria was being overly dramatic → Vittoria [to] příliš dramatizuje /65/ 

(49) you are being so stupid → začínáš se chovat jako pitomec /96/ 

(50) you’re being too Gothic → jste sprosťák /98/ 

     Example (40) also has an adverb in the translation, but it omits the intensifier. But the word 

výborně can be considered an equivalent of velmi dobře, which would correspond to so good in 

the literal sense (accepting the shift from an adjective to an adverb). Sentence (46) uses the verb 

chovat se (which has already been discussed), but in this case it complements the head of the 

verb phrase (začínat) and instead of using the sense of behave in a certain way it uses the form 

of behave as someone. 

 

7.1.4 Post-modification  

    Six adjectives in the be + being + adjective construction sample are post-modified. Sentences 

(53)–(56) bellow use the phrase as hell to intensify the meaning of the adjective in the be + 

being + adjective construction. According to Cambridge dictionary, this phrase is used to 

“emphasize a description of an unpleasant characteristic”6. Sentence (52) bellow is extended by 

 
6 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/as-as-hell?q=as+hell. Accessed on 

03/05/2020. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/as-as-hell?q=as+hell
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the expression enough, which carries the meaning of “as much as necessary” or “in the amount 

or to the degree needed”7 and at the end of sentence (51) bellow there is the word indeed, which 

is an expression used to emphasize something8 and in this case it may refer to both only the 

adjective it follows or the whole utterance. 

 

7.1.4.1 Post-modification in translation 

     Starting from the last example mentioned in the previous section, the Czech version of 

sentence (51) preserves rather the semantic meaning and does not take into account the original 

form of the sentence. So, the original and its Czech equivalent look like this: 

(51) My dear aunt, this is being serious indeed.  

To jsou vážná slova, drahá tetinko. /95/ 

     It is important to state once again that the indeed may refer to the whole sentence and not 

only to the adjective. The translation then corresponds to the meaning of the utterance and not 

directly to the be + being + adjective construction, but, since all the examples come from fiction, 

literal translation was not expected. 

     The translation of sentence /35/ is quite interesting. The Czech version preserves the verb 

be, but the complement is extended when compared to the original: 

(52) They are being thorough enough. 

Jsou důkladní, počínají si systematicky. /35/ 

     The reason for adding the extension počínají si systematicky may be the word enough at the 

end of the original sentence. Since this word highlights the meaning of the foregoing adjective, 

saying simply jsou důkladní may not feel sufficient for preserving the spoken reality. The 

addition also makes clear that the sentence refers to an activity, not an overall characteristic of 

the referents.  

     Looking at the ‘as hell’ examples, the Cambridge definition, claiming that the expression 

occurs with words describing an unpleasant characteristic, could be confirmed. The adjectives 

as hell follows in the sample describe such a behaviour or at least imply it: 

(53) French are being sneaky as hell of late.  
Francouzi jsou v poslední době příšerně záludní.9 /8/ 

 
7 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/enough. Accessed on 03/05/2020. 
8 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/indeed. Accessed on 03/05/2020. 
9 ‘Of late,’ ‘v poslední době’ and other expressions that imply temporariness of the be + being + adjective 

construction are described in 7.2.  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/enough
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/indeed
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(54) She’s being aggressive as hell, insisting Quine must have bought the stuff himself.  

 Je strašně agresivní, tvrdí, že Quine si ty věci musel nakoupit sám. /69/ 

(55) At first she didn’t want to, because she had her lipstick on and all, but I was being 

seductive as hell and she didn’t have any alternative.  

Prvně nechtěla, že má namalovanou pusu, ale byl jsem svůdnej jak ďábel, a tak jí nic 

jinýho nezbejvalo. /71/ 

(56) You could see they were being careful as hell not to drink up the minimum too fast.  

Bylo vidět, že si dávaj náramnej pozor, aby to svoje minimum nevypili moc rychle. /74/ 

     In the first three examples, the examined adjectives themselves imply some kind of 

unpleasantness. These are příšerně záludní, strašně agresivní and svůdnej jako ďábel. In the 

last sentence, neither the original careful, nor the translated dávaj [si] náramnej pozor do 

obviously imply something unpleasant, but the choice of as hell in English and the non-standard 

expression in Czech may indicate that those people who are referred to as being careful (or 

dávaj [si] náramnej pozor) are not in favour of the speaker or are not thought of well.  

 

7.1.5 Single and multiple complements  

     Among the one hundred pairs of sentences in our sample, there were ninety-four examples 

where there was only one adjective in the be + being + adjective construction. This part of the 

analysis will focus on the six examples that involve multiple complements in the copular 

predicate.  

 

7.1.5.1 Multiple complements in the original  

     As was mentioned, there are six sentences with multiple, i.e. coordinated, adjectives in the 

be + being + adjective construction in the sample. These are sentences /1/, /31/, /42/, /52/, /67/ 

and /73/. In all cases, there are exactly two adjectives complementing the predicate, some of 

them modified with an intensifier. Sentence /52/ (example (58) below) has the intensifier 

extremely in front of the first adjective and sentence /67/ (example (61) below)has the same 

intensifier entirely in front of both the adjectives.  

     Three of these five sentences contain the conjunction and in between the adjectives and the 

other three are connected with or. In sentence /52/ (example (58) below), there is one more 

interesting thing to discuss – the second adjective of the construction is negated by not: they 

are being extremely accurate and not literary. It simply says that the referents are being 

extremely accurate and that they are not being literary, which brings out the question of how 
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frequent this construction with negation is. The negation, unfortunately, is not examined in this 

paper, but it could be a topic for further research.  

 

7.1.5.2 Multiple complements in the translation  

     The very first thing that was examined while looking into those six sentences was whether 

the conjunctions in the translation correspond with those in the original. In all six examples, the 

Czech equivalents of the original conjunctions are used, so in place of and there is a in the 

translated version and in place of or there is nebo, but since conjunctions are generally a closed 

part of speech, such a result was expected.  

     Sentences (57) and (58) keep the same form in Czech as they had in original, this being the 

combination of the verb be/být and an adjective(s): 

(57) I am being pushy or authoritarian → jsem bezohledně ctižádostivý nebo 

autoritářský /42/ 

(58) they are being extremely accurate and not literary → jsou naprosto věcné a 

neliterátské /52/ 

     In example (57), the adjective pushy was translated using an adjunct of manner, probably 

for better intelligibility in Czech, because the adjective pushy has more dynamic and not very 

pleasant meaning, while ctižádostivý is rather neutral, so the adjunct bezohledně adds the trace 

unpleasantness. Example (58) used the ability of Czech to negate an adjective by adding the 

prefix ne- to the original word and formed the expression neliterátské, which is an 

understandable step in the process of translation which does not require any further 

commentary. 

     The use of the Czech verb chovat se in the translation of the be + being + adjective 

construction was already mentioned (7.1.3), so it is not surprising that it also occurs it the 

sentences where the complement of the construction is formed of more than one adjective. Since 

the verb chovat se carries the meaning of to behave in a certain way (or as someone), the 

complement of this verb has to be an adverb (examples (59) and (60)) or a combination of the 

word jako and a noun (this appears in sentence /96/, but there is only one adjective in the 

construction). The following example uses adverbs as complements: 

(59) the king is being wilful and whimsical → [král se] chová svévolně a vrtošivě /1/ 
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     Example (60) uses the combination of the two previous methods and for one of the adjectives 

the form of být + adjective was chosen and for the other one the verb chovat se was used and 

accompanied by an adverb: 

(60) he’s being stubborn and unreasonable → je strašně tvrdohlavý a chová se 

nerozumně /31/ 

     The last two sentences with multiple complement used a completely different approach and 

were translated using different verbs than být or chovat se and modifying them with adverbs: 

(61) he is being entirely serious or entirely frivolous → myslí to naprosto vážně nebo 

naprosto lehkovážně /67/ 

(62) this was being over-sensitive on his part, or over-timid → dívá [se na to] moc 

přecitlivěle nebo příliš nesměle /73/ 

     In the sense of sentence (61), the verb myslet does not stand for to think (*to think something 

seriously), but it is an equivalent of the phrase to take something seriously. The same would be 

the meaning of dívat se in sentence (62), which also does not stand for its literal translation to 

look but carries the meaning of to consider (something in a certain way). 

 

7.1.6 The most common adjectives  

     This section of the analysis will look closely at the adjectives that are used in the be + being 

+ adjective construction. Since the sample includes eighty adjectives (the number does not 

exactly correspond to the number of sentences, because some adjectives repeat and some 

constructions involve more than one adjective), this part will not try to look at each of the 

adjectives separately, but will try to look at the sample as a whole and to describe which 

adjectives are more likely to occur in this construction and if the adjectives used have generally 

something on common.  

Table 4: The most common adjectives  

adjective number of 

occurrences 

careful  5 

truthful  4 

honest  4 

stupid  4 

serious  4 
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good  3 

clever 3 

rude 2 

selfish 2 

cruel 2 

adjectives total  8010 

 

     The most common adjective in the be + being + adjective construction in the sample is the 

adjective careful.  This adjective is used five times in the position of a complement, concretely 

in sentences /18/, /28/, /74/, /84/ and /93/. The Cambridge dictionary definition of the word 

claims that it means “giving a lot of attention to what you are doing so that you do not have an 

accident, make a mistake or damage something”11. When used as a Cs, it carries the meaning 

of ‘to behave in careful manner’. Generally, being careful could be considered a positive 

quality. Another adjective used in the position of the complement in the examines construction 

describing a positive characteristic, is the word truthful. It appears four times in the sample 

(sentences /23/, /33/, /60/ and /81/). Its synonym, honest, appears four times as well (sentences 

/5/, /7/, /30/ and /58/). Other adjectives expressing positive qualities that appear in the examined 

position are for example helpful (/24/ and /64/), thoughtful (/10/), sensible (/11/) or generous 

(/25/). The adjective good is also used three times (/12/, /49/ and /72/), but ‘being good’ does 

not necessarily have to be a product of someone’s intentional behaviour, but it can simply 

describe the state the person is in (see 5.1), e.g. while discussing their health, which could be a 

possible interpretation of the sentence (63) (although the Czech version clearly shows that the 

person is personally responsible for ‘being good’): 

(63) She said she was glad he was being good and doing better.  

Je prý ráda, že se polepšil a je hodný. /49/ 

     Sticking to the positive qualities, the following examples describe people acting reasonably 

and intelligently. Such expressions are formulated using the words clever in three cases (/17/, 

/59/ and /61/), and smart and reasonable, each in one case (/2/ and /79/).  

     But the most numerous group of adjectives that appear in the be + being + adjective 

construction describes some unpleasant characteristics. The word stupid is one of the most used 

in the sample, it appears four times (/14/, /39/, /85/ and /96/). Similar in expressing something 

 
10 The rest, i.e. forty-seven adjectives, appear only once.  
11 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/careful. Accessed on 03/05/2020. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/careful
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unpleasant are also following adjectives: nasty (/3/), irresponsible (/6/), sneaky (/8/), nosey 

(/13/), foolish (/27/), stubborn (/31/), unreasonable (/31/), rude (/44/ and /50/), selfish (/57/ and 

/97/), cruel (/68/ and /70/) and many more.    

     Generally, it can be said that the adjective in the be + being + adjective construction often 

describes a positive ability of the mind (as honesty or truthfulness), but the most common and 

most diverse are the expressions of negative properties. Wondering if it is because such negative 

qualities are hoped to be only temporary (because the be + being + adjective construction is 

used while describing momentary situations) would be nothing but a speculation.   
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7.2 Expressions of temporariness  

     So far, it was stated more than once that the be + being + adjective construction is used to 

describe a temporary event or a momentary behaviour. This section of the paper will look 

closely at the whole sentences and will try to define whether there are some other means of 

correlating that the state described by the be + being + adjective construction lasts for only a 

limited period of time. 

Table 5: Expressions of temporariness 

time restriction number of occurrences  

now  2 

temporal/conditional clause  5 

modification  12 

none  81 

total  100 

 

 

7.2.1 Temporariness in the original 

     Since the progressive aspect in the construction itself suggests the action lasts only for a 

limited period of time, there are not many other expressions of temporariness in the examined 

sentences, yet there are some. The most common expression defining a present moment, now, 

is to be found twice among the examples. Sentence (64) is quite straightforward in this sense: 

(64) And now I’m being honest. /7/ 

       Without any other specifications or restrictions this sentence clearly refers to one particular 

moment referred to as now. It can be said without any doubt that the speaker claims to be 

exposing the quality of ‘honesty’ at that very moment and does not speak of his/her general 

characteristics. The sentence would probably be understood in the same meaning even without 

the progressive being used, as in And now I’m honest. Without the temporal restriction (now), 

this sentence would refer to a general quality of the person. 

     The same would be applicable to sentence (65): 

(65) Now you are being absurd. /78/ 
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     Once again, this example refers to someone’s behaviour in a certain situation and not to 

him/her being ‘absurd’ all the time (if absurd could express a permanent quality at all). There 

are sentences where the word now is used, yet it does not relate to the be + being + adjective 

construction, but to another predicate in the text. This claim is applicable to, for example, 

sentence (66): 

(66) Langdon was wary, but he now sensed Vittoria was being overly dramatic. /65/ 

     In this sentence, the now relates to Langdon’s sensing something about Vittoria, not to 

Vittoria’s dramatic behaviour. If the sentence were transformed to He now sensed Vittoria was 

overly dramatic, it would suggest that Vittoria acted dramatically all the time, but it was not 

until now that Langdon sensed it.  

     But there are other means of expressing time accompanying this construction. Surprisingly, 

they do not always refer to a particular moment. In example (67), there is the expression of late, 

which is a synonym of recently12. Both these synonyms refer to a recent period of time, not to 

a single event. Yet, it is used with the be + being + adjective construction:   

(67) French are being sneaky as hell of late. /8/ 

     In this example, the construction relates to a longer time period rather than a single moment, 

yet it is still a bounded period, starting sometime in the past and continuing to the time of the 

utterance and maybe even further. So, imagining a line segment representing time sequence 

with points A and B on it, the French would be sneaky all the time from point A to point B (or 

on various occasions in that period of time).  

     The following sentences also have a reference to time, but again it does not refer to single 

occasions. Consider sentence (68): 

(68) When he betrays, he is being loyal to himself. /94/ 

     In this sentence the times of someone’s loyalty are restricted by another clause. In other 

words, this person is being loyal to himself only when he betrays. Similar claim is applicable 

to sentence (69): 

(69) Hope recalled that whenever Nicky was being sick, she told him the same thing. 

/99/ 

 
12 Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/of-late?q=of+late. Accessed on 

03/05/2020. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/of-late?q=of+late
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     In contrast with the previous example, the clause involving the be + being + adjective 

construction specifies the time of the other clause. But it is still obvious from the sentence (and 

from the expression whenever) that it describes an action lasting for a bounded period of time 

which may appear repeatedly. Using the example of a line segment once again, these two 

actions (the being loyal and being sick) happen exactly at the points A and B and not before, 

after, or in between them.  

     The same is suggested in sentence (70), but it does not specify the moments generally, but 

uses a specific example of one of the times when the person shows the behaviour described by 

the be + being + adjective construction:  

(70) I knew I was being cruel, like when I’d taunt him of he didn’t know some big 

word. /68/ 

     But in many other sentences, the time is specified in another way. In these sentences, there 

are no specific time expressions like now or sometimes, nor there are temporal/conditional 

clauses. Consider the following example: 

(71) Stephen Gardiner has been in Rome, with a letter from the cardinal, praising the 

Lady Anne , trying to disabuse the Pope of any notion he may entertain that the 

king is being wilful and whimsical in his choice of bride. /1/ 

     In this sentence, there is nothing restricting the time reference in the same way as in the 

previous examples. Yet, there is the expression in his choice of bride, which seems to specify 

the moment in a similar way. If one would consider choosing the bride as one specific action 

taking place in a bounded period of time, then the king would be ‘wilful and whimsical’ only 

in that period. Thus, the time is specified by this modification of the be + being + adjective 

construction. Many other sentences in the sample specify the time in a similar way: 

(72) If so the CIA was being unusually effective in covering it. /4/ 

(73) And here I thought I was being so suave by letting you order for me. /9/ 

(74) Strike did not think he was being paranoid in thinking that the attitude of the 

crop-haired female detective inspector […] contained a determination to make 

him sweat. /43/ 

(75) By making an effort from the beginning of this project not to inflict my ways on 

them, I now found that they were being quite successful at inflicting their ways 

on me. /46/ 

(76) My mistress has had to sell some property, but she’s being clever with the 

arrangements. /59/ 

(77) She’s being aggressive as hell, insisting Quine must have bought the stuff 

himself. /69/ 

     The time in these examples is restricted by a modification that is not perceived as temporal, 

yet bounds the construction to a certain moment. That means that, using example (72), the CIA 
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is not ‘unusually effective’ all the time, but only ‘in covering it,’ i.e. at the specific time when 

it covers something. In the same sense, someone is ‘being so suave’ only at the time he/she let 

somebody else place an order for him/her (73), someone else was ‘being paranoid’ when he 

was reflecting somebody’s behaviour (74), someone is ‘being quite successful’ when they 

‘inflict their ways’ (75) (the now in the sentence is a part of the previous clause, it does not 

specify the be + being + adjective construction; this was already described in example (66) 

above), a lady is ‘being clever’ when she is ‘making the arrangements,’ but she may not be 

generally clever (76), while another woman is ‘being aggressive’ at the moment of ‘insisting 

on something,’ but otherwise she may not be an aggressive person (77).  

     Sentence (78) includes a temporal clause, in which the progressive is used and thus specifies 

the temporariness of the whole sentence and bounds the be + being + adjective construction to 

the present moment: 

(78) When one of us is making such an effort, I don’t see why one of us is being so 

darn offensive. /45/ 

     Interpreting the sentence, one could say that at the time when one person is ‘making an 

effort’, someone else is ‘being offensive’. Both these actions are placed in the same moment. 

  

7.2.2 Temporariness in the translation  

     When it comes to describing the translations of the time expressions, they usually stick to 

the Czech equivalents of the original words. To illustrate this, let’s look at some of the 

translations of the sentences examined in the previous section:  

(79) the king is being wilful and whimsical in his choice of bride → král [se] ve volbě 

své nevěsty chová svévolně a vrtošivě /1/ 

(80) now I’m being honest → teď ti říkám pravdu /7/ 

(81) French are being sneaky as hell of late → Francouzi jsou v poslední době 

příšerně záludní /8/ 

(82) now you are being absurd → teď nemluvíš rozumně /78/ 

(83) If so the CIA was being unusually effective in covering it. → Nevěřil, že ano, a 

pokud přece, daří se jim nezvykle dobře všechno utajit. /4/ 

     Temporal clauses are very typical when it comes to restricting the time, and in the Czech 

translations the conjunction když is used several times and a temporal clause with this 

conjunction is sometimes added even if the original does not include the time expression in the 

form of a temporal clause (sentences (86) and (87)):  
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(84) I knew I was being cruel, like when I’d taunt him of he didn’t know some big 

word → uvědomoval jsem si, že ho trápím, jako když jsem se mu poškleboval, že 

nějaké těžké slovo nezná /68/ 

(85) when he betrays, he is being loyal to himself → když zrazuje, je věrný sám sobě 

/94/ 

(86) Strike did not think he was being paranoid in thinking that the attitude of the 

crop-haired female detective inspector […] contained a determination to make 

him sweat. → Strike se nedomníval, že je paranoidní, když si z přístupu nakrátko 

ostříhané inspektorky […] dovodil, že je odhodlaná mu pořádně zatopit. /43/ 

(87) I am afraid that Piers was being too clever in rooting for a natural loser → 

myslím, že Piers to s tou chytrostí přehnal, když tady fandí rozenému babralovi 

/61/ 

     In all these examples, the translation keeps up with the original, when it comes to expressing 

the time restrictions. Whenever the time is restricted in the original, it is restricted in the 

translation in the similar way. But much more interesting are those cases, where the temporal 

restriction is added to the text, even though nothing like it is present in the original.  

     There are three synonymous expressions of the present moment used in the Czech versions 

of the examined sentences, even though nothing similar to them is mentioned in the original 

text. Consider the following sentences: 

(88) Expert opinion is divided over whether Ibrahim was being truthful or whether 

he was having you on for a second time. → Znalecké posudky se nemohou 

shodnout na tom, zda Ibrahim tentokrát říká pravdu, nebo tě chce zase oblafnout. 

/23/ 

(89) You’re being facetious. → Teď vtipkuješ přímo obhrouble. /34/ 

(90) I’m the only one who is being reasonable, Adrian. → Podívej, Adriane, já jsem 

v téhle chvíli velice rozumný. /79/ 

     What is expressed grammatically in English, using the be + being + adjective constructions 

(or generally the progressive), is in Czech expressed lexically. Words tentokrát, teď and the 

expression v téhle chvíli have no equivalents in the original. They seem to be added to the 

sentence in order to emphasize the fact that these actions (being truthful, being facetious and 

being reasonable) last only for a certain period of time. Since Czech does not have anything 

like the progressive, it must use some other means of expressing temporariness, in these cases 

the adverbials of time.  

     But there is one sentence that adds the time expression as well, but it seems to deny what 

was stated about the be + being + adjective construction from the beginning. It is the sentence 

(91): 

(91) Denise, he’s being stubborn and unreasonable.  

Deniso, odjakživa je strašně tvrdohlavý a chová se nerozumně. /31/ 
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     The English original would be interpreted as any other sentence with the progressive 

construction – that it refers to one particular moment, thus he is being ‘stubborn and 

unreasonable’ or preforming such behaviour only in a given situation and not generally. But the 

translation adds the word odjakživa (= since he was born, always), which directly says that he 

disposes such qualities all the time (this may also be the outcome of the translation strategy, a 

broader context would be needed to evaluate the adequacy of the translation).  
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7.3 Subjects 

    It was mentioned in section 5.1 that the subject of the be + being + adjective construction 

must be somehow capable of self-control; thus it must have agentive meaning. Based on this 

claim it would be expected that there would always be someone’s name/function/title/etc. (e.g. 

the king /1/, Chip /19/ or the Bee King /22/) or a personal pronoun (e.g. he /2/, I /5/ or she /10/) 

or some other expression denotating agentivity (e.g. people /3/, the CIA /4/ or French /8/) in the 

position of the subject, and this expectation is fulfilled in the majority (98%) of instances.  

     There are two sentences in which there is the deictic this in the position of the subject: 

(92) Perhaps this was being over-sensitive on his part, or over-timid.  

Možná, že se na to dívá moc přecitlivěle nebo příliš nesměle. /73/ 

(93) My dear aunt, this is being serious indeed. 

To jsou vážná slova, drahá tetičko. /95/ 

     To make this construction work in the sense that is being examined in this paper, there must 

be some sort of agentivity that this refers to in both the instances. Since this paper does not refer 

to a context exceeding the sentence, the Czech translations are used to decipher whether these 

subjects refer to agentive subject in the wider sense.  

     In sentence (92), the Czech translation uses the phrase dívá [se na to] moc přecitlivěle nebo 

příliš nesměle to translate the construction this was being over-sensitive […] or over timid. Even 

though the subject is unexpressed in the Czech version, the fact that the verb dívat se (to look) 

is used suggests that there has to someone able to perform such an action as looking in the 

position of the subject, thus an agent. It can also be stated that the referent of this action is a 

man, because the behaviour of ‘being over-sensitive’ is ascribed to someone referred to as his 

(on his part). These two facts support the expectation that there originally is an action involving 

an agentive subject and that the this refers to this action. If the subject this was replaced by an 

agentive one, e.g. he, and the sentence was slightly rewritten, it would carry the same meaning: 

perhaps he was being over-sensitive or over-timid. 

     The translation of sentence (93) has an expressed subject, but in this case it is not an agentive 

one and the phrase this is being serious is translated as to jsou vážná slova. To support the 

agentivity of the subject in this sentence, one has to make a step further into the level of 

interpretation, understanding and logic. When someone says ‘to jsou vážná slova’ (‘these are 

serious words’), it has to be clear (from the context or logically) that someone else previously 

said (or wrote etc.) those words that the speaker refers to. Thus, there has to be an agent in the 

process of saying (writing etc.) the words, the producer of the utterance. The this in this sentence 
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then refers to the utterance someone made before, which is a self-controlling action, and could 

be rewritten in the same manner as the previous one, using the agentive subject: he/she is being 

serious. The only change would be that this sentence would refer more to the speaker (e.g. 

his/her behaviour, his/her tone etc.) of the original utterance than to the utterance itself.  

     Since the construction is often paraphrased, the subject of the original construction does not 

always fulfil the same role in the translation, and the originally subject entity has a beneficiary 

role in the translation:  

(94) If so the CIA was being unusually effective in covering it.  

Nevěřil, že ano, a pokud přece, daří se jim nezvykle dobře všechno utajit. /4/ 

(95) […] I now found that they were being quite successful at inflicting their ways 

on me.  

[…], a najednou jsem zjistil, že se jim celkem úspěšně daří vnutit mi jejich vlastní 

mravy. /46/ 

(96) Hope recalled that whenever Nicky was being sick, she told him the same thing.  
Hope si vzpomněla, že když bylo Nickymu špatně, říkala mu úplně totéž. /99/ 

     In other instances, the subject is changed (examples (97) and (98)) or completely omitted 

((99) and (100)) in the translation: 

(97) McNeil wondered if he were being cowardly in avoiding this responsibility.  

McNeil dumal, jestli není zbabělé vyhýbat se vlastní odpovědnosti. /20/ 

(98) You’re being ridiculous.  

To je k smíchu. /21/ 

(99) Thomas thinks, he was being unnecessarily Welsh.  

Až moc velšské, pomyslí si Thomas. /29/ 

(100) Because he’s being stupid.  

Prostě z hlouposti. /39/ 
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7.4 Ways of translation  

     So far, several aspects of the examples of the Czech translations of the be + being + adjective 

construction have been discussed. This part will not be describing every single pair of the 

sentences and analysing them separately but will introduce the strongest tendencies that are 

used for such a translation, based on the one hundred examples from the sample.  

Table 6: Ways of translation 

type of 

translation 

number of 

occurrences 

být + adjective 38 

být + noun 5 

chovat se 12 

verb + noun 13 

verb + adverb 13 

noun 3 

other 17 

total 10113 

 

 

7.4.1 Být + adjective 

     The most common way of translating the construction is using the Czech equivalent of the 

verb be and an adjective. By choosing the equivalents, the translator can stick to the original 

form as much as possible. The only thing that is missing from the original meaning is that of 

temporariness, suggesting that a quality described by the verb být and the adjective applies only 

to momentary behaviour. But this fact is often suggested by other means in the text (see section 

7.2) or is understandable from the context.  

     This way of translation is used in thirty-eight examples from the sample (including sentence 

/31/, which combines this method with another). Out of these thirty-eight, following sentences 

were chosen for illustration:  

(101) I said she was being stupid → já jí říkala, že je hloupá /14/ 

 
13 Sentence /31/ has two complements and each of them has a different way of translation  
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(102) the Bee King was being unusually forthcoming → Včelí král [byl] překvapivě  

hovorný /22/ 

(103) I am being cruel → já jsem krutá /70/ 

(104) the other guards are being too polite → ostatní dozorci jsou příliš slušní /100/ 

     Since these cases are basically examples of word-to-word translation, it is not surprising that 

even the adjectives chosen correspond to the original.  

 

7.4.2 Chovat se  

     The relatively high proportion of the use of the Czech verb chovat se (to behave) in the 

translation of the be + being + adjective construction was already mentioned in previous 

sections. In contrast with the use of být, chovat se is able to describe a temporary action or 

someone’s behaviour in a particular situation. The verb chovat se, or its equivalent zachovat se, 

which is even more applicable to the notion of one situation, appears twelve times in the sample, 

in one case it is accompanied by a noun (sentence (108)), in all other cases by an adverb. Here 

are some selected examples: 

(105) I’m saying you’re being irresponsible → já ti říkám, že se chováš nezodpovědně 

/6/ 

(106) as though they were being noisy → jako kdyby se chovali kdovíjak hlučně /54/ 

(107) he knew he was being stupid → věděl, že se chová dětinsky /85/ 

(108) you are being so stupid → začínáš se chovat jako pitomec /96/  

     In sentence (108), the head of the predicate is the phase verb začínat and the expression 

including chovat se complements the predicate. This only highlights the fact that the described 

form of behaviour starts at the time of speech and is not characteristic for the person all the 

time.  

     Except for the verb být, chovat se is the most commonly used verb in the Czech translations 

of the be + being + adjective construction. These two ways are combined in the translation of 

sentence (109):  

(109) Denise, he’s being stubborn and unreasonable. 

  Deniso, odjakživa je strašně tvrdohlavý a chová se nerozumně. /31/ 

     This sentence and the fact that the expression odjakživa denies the claim that the examined 

construction always refers to one situation was already described in 7.2.2. 
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7.4.3 Verb + adverb  

     In the previous section, the use of chovat se in combination with an adjective was mentioned. 

In most cases, the verb chovat se was followed by an adverbial of manner. This method of 

translation, where the adverbial accompanies a verb, does not apply only to chovat se but also 

to other verbs (there are thirteen instances of this type of translation in the sample). Among 

these are for example počínat si, zvládnout, vyslovit or (ne)mluvit: 

(110) she thought she was being sensible → měla za to, že si počíná rozumně /11/ 

(111) you are being so good → zvládla jste to výborně /12/ 

(112) when he was being serious → jestliže jej vyslovil vážně /26/ 

(113) you are being absurd → nemluvíš rozumně /78/ 

     Generally, the use of adverbs in combination verbs different than být is very common in 

translating this construction, which does not apply only to chovat se and its equivalents but to 

many other verbs. Except for those above, these were used in the sample: dařit se /4/ and /46/, 

vtipkovat /34/, myslet /67/, dívat se /73/, myslet /80/, postupovat /84/, říkat /92/, být /99/. Since 

the construction is often paraphrased, the subject of the original construction does not always 

fulfil the same role in the translation, and the originally subjective entity has a beneficiary role 

in the translation; thus, the verbs in the translation are not always dynamic (see examples (94)–

(96) above). In Czech it is probably much easier to describe one event using full meaning verbs 

than trying to stick to the copular predicate with be. 

 

 

7.4.4 Verb + noun  

     Another numerous group of translations (thirteen instances) uses the combination of a verb 

and a noun in order to convey the verbo-nominal character of the original construction. The 

most salient in this group are the constructions with the word truthful in the original. This 

adjective appears four times in the sample and in every single one of these sentences it is 

translated using the Czech equivalent of telling/speaking or having the truth: 

(114) Ibrahim was being truthful → Ibrahim tentokrát říká pravdu /23/ 

(115) Barry was being truthful → Barry mluvil pravdu /33/ 

(116) you’re being truthful → mluvíte pravdu /60/ 

(117) Andrea was being truthful → Andrea měl pravdu /81/  

     The be + being + adjective construction was described using terms like “behave in a certain 

was”, but since speaking is definitely one of the forms of human behaviour, verbs of performing 
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such an action appear not only while translating being truthful, as is shown in the following 

example: 

(118) you’re being foolish → nemluv nesmysly /27/ 

     Other verbs accompanied by a noun are e.g. projevit or vyvolávat: 

(119) he was being insufficiently sympathetic → asi [by] měl projevit větší účast /55/ 

(120) I’m being confrontational → vyvolávám konflikty /56/ 

 

7.4.5 Other ways of translation 

     The most common ways of translating the be + being + adjective construction were 

described in previous sections. These were definitely not the only possible ways, but their use 

was quite significant and they stood out from the rest in the sample. Some other ways that were 

attested in the translation were more diverse and not so easy to categorise. For illustration, 

sometimes only a single verb was used in order to translate the whole construction (example 

(121)), sometimes it was replaced by a noun (example (122)) and there were even examples of 

the use of an idiomatic expression (example (123)): 

(121) he was being deliberately rude → provokoval /50/ 

(122) because he’s being stupid → prostě z hlouposti /39/ 

(123) if you were being flippant about it → kdybyste to chtěli brát na lehkou váhu /36/ 
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8 Conclusion  

 

     The one hundred examples of the be + being + adjective construction were closely examined 

in this paper along with their Czech translations. It has been observed that 38% of the 

translations show the tendency to retain the original form of the construction, thus a copular být 

and an adjectival complement are used to render the original predicate. The other most frequent 

ways of translation are the use of a full meaning verb accompanied by an adverb (13%) or by a 

noun (13%), but besides these tendencies there is one verb that is found significantly in the 

translations, namely the Czech verb chovat se that is used in 12% of the translations, together 

with an adverb (as a adverbial of manner) or a noun (as a comparison).  

     The description of the be + being + adjective construction was based on the assumption that 

the construction always refers to a particular situation and relates to a single action or a 

behaviour in a particular time or situation. Thus, the attention was paid to other means in the 

sentences that would indicate the binding of the construction to such a moment. The most 

obvious time restriction now accompanied the construction only twice, but very common were 

other modifications of the predicate (appearing in 12% of the sentences) or temporal/conditional 

clauses (appearing in 5%). The majority of the sentences did not signal any time restriction, 

relying on the fact that the progressive itself expresses the temporariness. Since Czech does not 

have a means corresponding to the English progressive, in 3% of the translations an expression 

defining the present moment was added to the sentence, even though no such an equivalent was 

present in the original. But when there is a time restriction in the original, it is in the translation 

as well, as an adverbial of time or as a temporal/conditional clause.  

     It has been observed that in 36% of the instances there is a modifier of the adjective in the 

construction, in 30% the adjective is pre-modified, in the remaining 6% it is post-modified. The 

Czech translations usually preserve the modification. The same applies to the instances where 

the construction involves more than one adjective. From the observation made it was attested 

that there is the widest range of adjectives denoting negative characteristics and that these are 

the most commonly used in the construction. The second most common adjectives describe 

some positive abilities of mind, such as honesty and truthfulness.  

     The subjects of the be + being + adjective construction are in 98% agentive, they directly or 

indirectly refer to individuals capable of self-control. There are two instances in which the 

subject does not do such a thing and the position of a subject is occupied by the pronoun this, 
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which is not capable of self-control. But it was examined that in both these instances the this 

refers to some other action, which includes an agentive subject.  

     The be + being + adjective construction was described in the terms of used adjectives, 

temporariness and subjects. In all these categories, their reflection in Czech was examined as 

well as overall tendencies of translation the construction as a whole.   
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10 Resumé  

 

     Bakalářská práce si klade za cíl popsat anglickou predikativní konstrukci tvořenou 

progresivním tvarem slovesa be a adjektivem. Popisuje jednotlivé elementy této konstrukce 

jako jsou adjektiva, jejich modifikace, počet adjektiv v konstrukci, podmět této konstrukce a 

vyjádření dočasnosti této konstrukce ve větě a zkoumá, jak se tyto prvky projevují v překladu 

do češtiny. Výkaz příkladů užití této konstrukce v beletrii byl excerpován z paralelního korpusu 

InterCorp v11, dvojice vět vždy obsahuje anglický originál a jeho český překlad.   

     Teoretická část se nejprve soustředí na to, aby popsala dílčí prvky, které tvoří danou 

konstrukci. Zkoumá proto samostatně adjektiva, jejich morfologickou charakteristiku a jejich 

syntaktické role, dále verbonominální predikaci, její funkci, sémantickou klasifikaci a 

komplementy, průběhový čas, zejména progresivní tvar slovesa být, a v neposlední řadě také 

danou konstrukci jako celek a její popis ve standardních gramatikách. Ty tvoří kostru celé 

teoretické části a jedná se zejména o A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language 

(Quirk et al., 1985), Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999), 

The Cambridge Grammar of English Language (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002), a Mluvnice 

současné angličtiny na pozadí češtiny (Dušková a kol., 2012). Pro popis celé konstrukce se poté 

vychází hlavně z knihy The Position of Adjectives in English (Matthews, 2014).   

     Huddleston a Pullum vymezují adjektiva podle jejich schopnosti modifikovat substantiva, 

například v oblasti velikosti, tvaru, barvy apod. Quirk oproti tomu definuje adjektiva spíše 

morfologicky než sémanticky a určuje čtyři hlavní kritéria, která musí adjektiva splňovat: 

a) mohou se vyskytovat v atributivní funkci; 

b) mohou se vyskytovat v predikativní funkci; 

c) mohou být intenzifikovány pomocí very; 

d) mohou se vyskytovat v komparativu a superlativu. 

     Biber poté spojuje tyto dvě definice adjektiv do jedné a za určující adjektivní faktory pokládá 

jejich schopnost být stupňována, vyskytovat se v atributivní a predikativní funkci a modifikovat 

nominální výrazy. 

     Existují ale adjektiva, která nesplňují všechny dané podmínky a tím se tak tvoří rozdíl mezi 

adjektivy centrálními (která splňují všechna kritéria) a adjektivy okrajovými (která všechna 

kritéria nesplňují). Dochází tak k tomu, že např. afraid se většinou nemůže vyskytovat 

v atributní funkci, stejně jako utter se nemůže vyskytovat v té predikativní, a infinite se nedá 

ani stupňovat, ani nemůže být modifikováno adverbiem. Vzhledem k tomu, že podobných 
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výjimek je mnoho, považuje CGEL za hlavní znak centrálního adjektiva jeho schopnost 

fungovat jak atributivně, tak predikativně. Tyto dvě funkce jsou dvěma hlavními funkcemi 

adjektiv a jejich rozdíl tkví v tom, že adjektivum v atributivní funkci modifikuje hlavu 

substantivní fráze, zatímco adjektivum v predikativní funkci funguje jako subjektový nebo 

objektový komplement, tudíž doplňuje verbonominální predikát. Další funkcí adjektiv je např. 

post-positiv, ve kterém je restriktivní věta s adjektivem redukována na samotné adjektivum 

(something that is useful → something useful), adjektivum jako hlava substantivní fráze, kde 

adjektivum zastupuje jistou množinu, přestože nemůže vyjádřit plurál pomocí -s sufixu (the 

lazy, the lame), adjektivum, jehož funkcí je udržovat koherenci textu (even more important, the 

prospect of a single currency would eliminate an enormous source of uncertainty for business), 

zvolací adjektivum (great!) nebo adjektivum ve funkci odděleného predikativu, kde adjektivum 

není syntakticky vázané na substantivní frázi (green, bronze and golden flowed through weeds 

and rushes). 

     Adjektiva se dále dají rozdělit podle toho, zda jsou vnímána jako statická nebo dynamická. 

Mezi hlavní určující faktory této distinkce patří právě užití progresivu, jehož spojení 

s adjektivem je pro tuto práci klíčové, a imperativu. Adjektiva, která jsou čistě statická jako 

např. tall, tak nelze použít ani v kombinaci s progresivem, ani s imperativem (*he is being 

tall/*be tall), zatímco např. careful lze použít v obou kombinacích, a tudíž je považováno za 

dynamické (he is being careful/be careful). Jako další faktor pro rozlišování těchto dvou druhů 

adjektiv může fungovat širší význam daného adjektiva, konkrétně zdali je možné, aby nositel 

dané vlastnosti tuto vlastnost vědomě kontroloval (výšku kontrolovat nelze, ale opatrnost do 

jisté míry ano). Jsou ale adjektiva, která se v závislosti na kontextu mohou chovat jak staticky, 

tak dynamicky. Mezi ně patří např. good, které se ve větě he is being very good today dá 

interpretovat jako he is behaving very good today, tudíž chování daného jedince specifikované 

adjektivem good je ovlivnitelné. Pro použití adjektiva s průběhovým tvarem slovesa být je tedy 

stěžejní, že toto adjektivum je alespoň v nějakém smyslu interpretovatelné jako dynamické, 

tudíž vědomě ovlivnitelné svým referentem.  

     Dalším dílčím prvkem zkoumané konstrukce je verbonominální predikace. Jako 

verbonominální označujeme takový predikát, který je složen z neplnovýznamového slovesa a 

jeho komplementu, který nemůže být z věty vypuštěn, aniž by se změnil její smysl. 

Komplement v takových typech vět přisuzuje subjektu nějakou vlastnost, nebo ho pojí 

s místním nebo časovým určením. Slovesa, která se mohou vyskytovat jako hlava 

verbonominální fráze, se dělí na stávající a výsledná podle toho, zda vyjadřující stávající 
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vlastnosti, např. be, seem nebo remain, nebo vlastnost, která je výsledkem nějakého procesu, 

např. become, get nebo end up. 

     Sémanticky se verbonominální predikace dělí na kvalifikační, identifikační a klasifikační. 

Kvalifikační přisuzuje svému referentovi nějakou vlastnost (this view is erroneous), 

identifikační referenta ztotožňuje právě s komplementem predikátu (the first resident of the 

United States was George Washington) a subjekt s komplementem jsou zaměnitelné a 

klasifikační zařazuje referenta do nějaké skupiny (her brother is a radio announcer), zde ovšem 

subjekt s komplementem nelze zaměnit. Verbonominální predikát může mít také funkci 

posesivní (her eyes are blue), aktivní (to have a smoke) nebo existenciální, popř. existenciálně 

lokativní (there is no exception; v těchto případech může být be vnímáno i jako 

plnovýznamové). 

     Komplementy verbonominálních predikátů mohou být kromě již zmiňovaných adjektivních 

frází také fráze substantivní nebo prepozitivní. Podle LGSW jsou nejčastějším komplementem 

slovesa be právě substantivní fráze, které se objevují ve více než 50 % případů, komplementy 

vyjádřené adjektivní frází jsou také velmi časté, zatímco komplementy prepozitivní nebo 

komplementy vyjádřené vedlejší větou jsou spíše vzácné. Konstrukce se slovesem be a 

adjektivem je potom nejpoužívanější v odborných textech a fikci.  

     Posledním významným konstitutivním prvkem této konstrukce je progresiv. Ten je 

definován jako taková verbální konstrukce, která se skládá z plnovýznamového slovesa v 

- ingovém tvaru a pomocného slovesa be. Charakteristiky průběhového tvaru jsou následující: 

a) skutečnost popisovaná progresivem má nějakou dobu trvání; 

b) tato doba trvání je omezená; 

c) skutečnost popisovaná progresivem nemusí být ukončená.  

     Z těchto důvodů se v průběhovém tvaru nepoužívají právě ta slovesa, která běžně popisují 

trvalé stavy, jako např. believe, live nebo právě be. Výjimka ale existuje pro případy, které 

označují např. dočasný stav (Mary is living in London) nebo je sloveso použito agentativně 

(John is being silly). Právě be tak může popisovat jak trvalé kvality, tak dočasné stavy, při 

jejichž vyjádření se právě použije v progresivním tvaru a s adjektivním komplementem. 

Dokáže tak vyjádřit formu kvalifikace subjektu, která se projevuje jen v daném okamžiku a na 

základě jeho vědomého chování. 

     Celá konstrukce s verbonominálním predikátem tvořeným průběhovým tvarem slovesa be a 

adjektivem je právě charakteristická pro vyjádření dočasné formy chování subjektu. Aby bylo 

užití této konstrukce správné, musí splňovat dvě zásadní podmínky: 

a) subjektem věty musí být jedinec schopný sebekontroly; 
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b) užité adjektivum musí mít dynamický význam. 

     Neméně podstatné také je, aby věta s touto frází popisovala jednu událost. Tuto skutečnost 

ilustruje dvojice příkladů the children were noisy/the children were noisy this morning. Tím, že 

je v druhé větě přidaná časová specifikace se mění vyznění celé věty – zatímco první z příkladů 

by mohl popisovat všeobecnou vlastnost referentů, druhý příklad tuto formu chování vztahuje 

pouze k časově ohraničenému momentu. Tím pádem lze právě druhou větu přepsat pomocí 

průběhového času na the children were being noisy, což by s první větou nebylo možné, aniž 

by se změnil význam. I přesto lze ale stejnou situaci popsat jak za použití progresivu, tak bez 

něj; záleží na subjektivním vnímání situace, protože při užití progresivu se mluvčí soustředí 

spíše na záměr referentů, zatímco bez něj mluvčí staví do popředí právě prokazovanou formu 

chování. 

     Ve standardních gramatikách se tato konstrukce popisuje zejména v odděleních věnujících 

se adjektivům (MSA a CGEL) nebo v kapitolách o rozdílu mezi stavem a událostí nebo o 

slovesech (The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language). Samotná konstrukce není ani 

v jedné z těch gramatik podrobně popsána, většinou se užívá k tomu, aby byla prokázána 

dynamika některých adjektiv.  

     Pro praktickou část této bakalářské práce byly z paralelního korpusu InterCorp v11 

vyexcerpovány dvojice vět obsahujících predikát s průběhovým tvarem slovesa be a 

adjektivem, vždy anglický originál a český překlad, pocházejících z beletrie. Celkový počet 

nálezů byl 331 (k 12. květnu 2019), z nichž 35 % (116 dvojic vět) obsahovalo před adjektivem 

modifikaci. Po náhodném promíchání těchto dat bylo následně vybráno prvních 100 příkladů, 

které práce rozebírá. Jelikož ne všechny příklady odpovídaly zadání (např. obsahovaly pasivní 

průběhovou konstrukci nebo bylo adjektivum pouze modifikátorem substantivního 

komplementu apod.), byly tyto příklady ze vzorku vyloučeny a nahrazeny dalšími v pořadí. 

Z původní stovky případů bylo takto vyloučeno a nahrazeno 9 vět. Jedna další věta byla 

vyloučena proto, že se zkoumaná konstrukce nijak neprojevila v překladu, resp. do češtiny byla 

přeložena jen ta část dané věty, která tuto konstrukci neobsahovala.  Aby se předešlo 

nejasnostem v popisu překladu celých těchto konstrukcí, praktická část se nejprve věnuje 

popisu dílčích prvků této konstrukce.  

     Stejně jako teoretická část se i ta praktická nejprve věnuje adjektivům, které komplementují 

průběhový predikát. 36 % případů z celého vzorku obsahuje modifikaci, 30 % je pre-

modifikovaných, 6 % je post-modifikovaných. Nejčastějšími intenzifikátory jsou so a too, které 

se každý objevuje pětkrát, z celkového počtu pre-modifikovaných adjektiv tak adjektiva 

s těmito intenzifikátory tvoří 33 %. Třetím nejobvyklejším intenzifikátorem je very, které se 
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objevuje celkem třikrát, následuje quite se dvěma výskyty a další intenzifikátory jako např. 

extremely, especially nebo entirely se objevují vždy jednou.  

     Kromě intenzifikátorů jsou adjektiva modifikovaná také způsobovými adjunkty, z nichž se 

nejčastěji vyskytují unusually a deliberately, každé je použito dvakrát. Po jednom se pak 

vyskytují unnecessarily, playfully a normally. Z celkových 30 případů, ve kterých je adjektivum 

nějak modifikováno, se 13 v překladu projevilo stejnou formou, tudíž jako adjektivum a jeho 

modifikátor, 9 se v češtině projevilo jako adverbium s modifikátorem, v 5 z těchto 9 je v pozici 

predikátu použito sloveso (za)chovat se. Zbylých 8 příkladů, ve kterých je adjektivum 

modifikováno, bylo v češtině parafrázováno do jiné větné konstrukce.  

     6 adjektiv ze vzorku bylo post-modifikováno, 4 z nich výrazem as hell, zbylé dva pomocí 

enough a indeed. Právě indeed se ale může ale ve větě, ve které je použito, vztahovat k celé 

promluvě, a ne čistě k adjektivu. V českém překladu je celá konstrukce parafrázována, stejně 

jako u příkladu obsahujícího enough. Ze 4 vět, ve kterých se vyskytuje as hell, je v českém 

překladu u dvou adjektiv použit pre-modifikátor (konkrétně sneaky as hell → příšerně záludní; 

aggressive as hell → strašně agresivní), jednou je užito přirovnání (seductive as hell → svůdnej 

jak ďábel) a jednou je věta parafrázována (were being careful as hell→ dávaj [si] náramnej 

pozor). 

     Další část se věnuje větám, ve kterých je jako komplement progresivního verbonominálního 

přísudku užito víc než jedno adjektivum. Takových vět je 6 a ve všech se vyskytují právě dvě 

adjektiva; ve třech případech jsou spojena spojkou and, ve zbylých třech spojkou or. Stejné 

spojky se promítají i do českého překladu, který také ve všech případech zachovává dvě 

adjektiva, nebo jejich ekvivalenty (vždy vyjadřuje dvě různé charakteristiky, které byly 

v originále vyjádřeny dvěma různými adjektivy). 

     Nejčastěji užité adjektivum v této konstrukci je adjektivum careful, které se objevuje přesně 

pětkrát. Se čtyřmi výskyty ho potom následují adjektiva truthful, honest, stupid, a serious, se 

třemi výskyty good a clever, po dvou se vyskytují rude, selfish a cruel. Co se sémantiky týče, 

spíše se objevují adjektiva nesoucí negativní význam (kromě zmiňovaných stupid, rude, selfish 

a cruel to jsou např. nasty, foolish nebo stubborn), ale frekventovaná jsou také adjektiva 

vyjadřující upřímnost a čestnost (truthful, honest) nebo velkorysost (např. careful, helpful, 

thoughtful, sensible, generous). 

     Dalším zkoumaným faktorem bylo právě vyjádření dočasnosti dané konstrukce, resp. bylo 

zkoumáno, které další větné elementy odkazují k tomu, že se vlastnost vyjádřená zkoumanou 

konstrukcí projevuje pouze v omezeném časovém úseku. Dvakrát je konstrukce spoutána 

s přítomným okamžikem za užití adverbia now, pětkrát se vyskytuje vedlejší věta časová nebo 
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podmínková. Ale nejčastější (celkem 12 případů) je užití modifikace, která sváže tuto 

konstrukci s jinou, nevětně vyjádřenou událostí, např. the king is being wilful and whimsical in 

his choice of bride – v tomto příkladu je nevětně vyjádřena časově ohraničená událost týkající 

se výběru nevěsty a chování vyjádřené konstrukcí is being wilful and whimsical se váže pouze 

k této události. Většina vět (81 %) však žádné další časové vymezení nemá. V českém překladu 

se časová restrikce objevuje vždy, když je přítomna v anglickém originále. Jelikož ale čeština 

nemá progresiv nebo jiný tvar, kterým by ho nahradila, ve třech případech údaj vymezující 

dočasnost dané formy chování přidává (Ibrahim was being truthful→ Ibrahim tentokrát říká 

pravdu, you’re being facetious→ teď vtipkuješ přímo obhrouble, one who is being reasonable 

→ já jsem v téhle chvíli velice rozumný). 

     Další část se věnuje subjektům této predikativní konstrukce, zejména těm dvěma, které 

nevyjadřují žádnou životnou formu (v obou případech se jedná o this), jelikož schopnost 

sebeovládání je pro užití této konstrukce klíčová a neživotné podměty ji postrádají. Pomocí 

českých překladů ale bylo prokázáno, že v širším kontextu obě this odkazují na jinou činnost, 

která již má agentativní subjekt.  

     Poslední kapitola praktické části se věnuje čistě překladům celé konstrukce a již nebere 

v potaz dílčí prvky, které byly diskutovány předtím. Dokládá, že většina, konkrétně 38 % vět, 

si i v češtině zachovává verbonominální predikát tvořený českým ekvivalentem slovesa be a 

adjektivem a drží se tak nejbližšího možného doslovného překladu (např. was being stupid → 

je hloupá). 14 % vět pak přetvořilo predikát na konstrukci s jiným slovesem, které je 

modifikováno adverbiem (was being sensible → počíná [si] rozumně), 13 % na sloveso se 

substantivní modifikací (was being truthful → mluvil pravdu). V 11 % je použito sloveso 

(za)chovat se, které také vždy obsahuje adverbiální nebo substantivní modifikaci (was being 

stupid → chová [se] dětinsky). 5 % případů pak v překladu používá spojení slovesa být a 

substantiva (is being careful → je ve střehu), 3 % parafrázovala konstrukci na samostatné 

substantivum (he’s being stupid → z hlouposti). Zbylých 16 % je přeloženo zcela jiným 

způsobem, např. idiomaticky (were being flippant about it → brát [to] na lehkou váhu). 
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11 Appendix 

Sentence 

number 

Original Translation 

1 Stephen Gardiner has been in Rome , 

with a letter from the cardinal , 

praising the Lady Anne , trying to 

disabuse the Pope of any notion he 

may entertain that the king is being 

wilful and whimsical in his choice of 

bride. 
 

Stephen Gardiner jel do Říma s dopisem, 

v němž kardinál vynášel lady Annu do 

nebes a snažil se vyvrátit dojem, který by 

papež mohl případně mít, totiž že se král 

ve volbě své nevěsty chová svévolně a 

vrtošivě. 

2 He thought he was being smart, and he 

probably was. 

Myslel si, že je chytrý dost, a nejspíš i byl. 

3 I think some people are being pretty 

nasty. 

Myslím, že pár lidí se k ní chová dost 

hnusně. 

4 If so the CIA was being unusually 

effective in covering it. 

Nevěřil, že ano, a pokud přece, daří se jim 

nezvykle dobře všechno utajit. 

5 I’m being honest. Jsem k vám upřímná. 

6 And I’m saying you’re being 

irresponsible.  

A já ti říkám, že se chováš nezodpovědně. 

7 And now I’m being honest. Tak teď ti říkám pravdu. 

8 French are being sneaky as hell of late. Francouzi jsou v poslední době příšerně 

záludní. 

9 And here I thought I was being so suave 

by letting you order for me. 

To mám z toho, že jsem ze zdvořilosti 

nechal na vás, abyste mi objednala. 

10 I could tell she was upset, but someone 

who didn’t know her well might have 

supposed she was being thoughtful. 

Poznala jsem, že je rozčilená, ale člověk, 

který ji tak dobře neznal, si mohl myslet, 

že je třeba jen zamyšlená. 

 

11 She thought she was being sensible, 

storing up pleasure so she wouldn’t have 

any unfaithful craving once married.  

Měla za to, že si počíná rozumně, když si 

nashromáždí do zásoby něco slasti, aby až 

se vdá, netrpěla nějakými nevěrnými 

tužbami. 

12 You are being so good, Mrs. Wintower. Zvládla jste to výborně, paní 

Wintowerová. 

13 I was being horribly nosey.  Byla jsem hrozně všetečná. 

14 No… she wouldn’t tell me… and I said she 

was being stupid and not to take it up to 

school, but she just wouldn’t listen and… 

and the I tried to grab it from her… and – 

and –  

Ne… nechtěla mi to prozradit… a já jí 

říkala, že je hloupá, že by to do školy 

neměla nosit, jenže ona mě vůbec 

neposlouchala a… a pak jsem jí ten balíček 

chtěla sebrat… jenže – jenže – 

15 Then he knew it was not the good-bye he 

was being awkward about. 

Pak poznal, že jeho rozpaky nezpůsobilo 

loučení. 

16 Chip is being modest. Chip je prostě přespříliš skromný. 

17 Sometimes I think he’s being very clever. Někdy mám dojem, že se chová velice 

mazaně. 

18 She is being careful. Je ve střehu. 

19 They were being quite friendly to each 

other, though oddly formal. 

Chovali se k sobě docela přátelsky, i když 

s podivnou zdvořilostí. 

20 McNeil wondered if he were being 

cowardly in avoiding this responsibility.  

McNeil dumal, jestli není zbabělé vyhýbat 

se vlastní odpovědnosti. 

21 You’re being ridiculous.  To je k smíchu. 

22 For such a quiet man the Bee King was 

being unusually forthcoming. 

Na tak zamlklého muže byl Včelí král 

překvapivě hovorný. 
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23 Expert opinion is divided over whether 

Ibrahim was being truthful or whether he 

was having you on for a second time. 

Znalecké posudky se nemohou shodnout 

na tom, zda Ibrahim tentokrát říká pravdu, 

nebo tě chce zase oblafnout. 

24 I know when she’s being helpful and when 

she’s… interested. 

Poznám, kdy se snaží jenom pomoci, a 

kdy… projeví zájem. 

25 “Skeeter, he’s being generous,” Jill scolds. „Přestaň, Skeetere,“ vypeskuje ho Jill. 

„Snaží se bejt velkorysej.“ 

26 A woman did not contradict a man’s 

opinion when he was being serious unless 

it were in carefully measured terms. 

Žena neodporovala názoru muže, jestliže 

jej vyslovil vážně, a když přece, tedy velmi 

opatrně volenými slovy. 

27 You’re being foolish. Nemluv nesmysly. 

28 I’m being too careful, is all. Jsem jenom zbytečně opatrný, nic víc.  

29 Thomas thinks, he was being 

unnecessarily Welsh. 

Až moc velšské, pomyslí si Thomas. 

30 Then Carlo asked Dean if he was honest 

and specifically if he was being honest 

with him in the bottom of his soul. 

Pak se Carlo zeptal Deana, jestli je 

upřímný a zvlášť jestli je z celé duše 

upřímný k němu. 

31 Denise, he’s being stubborn and 

unreasonable. 

Deniso, odjakživa je strašně tvrdohlavý a 

chová se nerozumně. 

32 Except for the newspaper, we’re being so 

authentic it’s like nothing we’re wearing’s 

even been washed in this century. 

Kromě novin jsme tak autentičtí, že nic z 

toho, co máme na sobě, nebylo v tomhle 

století dokonce ani vypráno. 

33 Barry was being truthful. Barry mluvil pravdu.  

34 You’re being facetious.  Teď vtipkuješ přímo obhrouble. 

35 They are being thorough enough. Jsou důkladní, počínají si systematicky.  

36 If you were being flippant about it, you’d 

say that all it took was a little bit of fire, 

really, and some human shouting to go with 

it. 

Kdybyste to chtěli brát na lehkou váhu, 

mohli byste říct, že to přece stálo jen 

trochu ohně a nějaký ten lidský řev, který 

k tomu patřil. 

37 So far, Leigh was being playfully cagey 

about where he though they would find the 

“knight’s tomb,” which, according to the 

poem, would provide the password for 

opening the smaller cryptex. 

Zatím byl Leigh hravě tajuplný, když 

přišlo na to, kde podle jeho názoru mají 

hledat „rytířův rov,“ který by podle básně 

měl poskytnout heslo potřebné k otevření 

menšího kryptexu. 

38 But the Dominions are being irksome, and 

the Cabinet now seem to want to set up a 

new committee and commission new 

reports, while simultaneously pushing 

ahead with the Egyptian station that’s been 

sitting around half-built for seven years. 

Podle Milnerovy - Ecclesovy zprávy by to 

zřejmě bylo proveditelné, ale dominia se 

pořád kroutí a kabinet teď bude nejspíš 

chtít sestavit novou komisi, vydat novou 

zprávu a zároveň pokročit s tou egyptskou 

stanicí, která je už sedm let rozestavěná. 

39 Because he’s being stupid. Prostě z hlouposti. 

40 But then the doctor seemed to realize that 

he was being disagreeable and wandered 

away, returning almost immediately with 

two wine glasses and a bottle of sherry. 

Ale doktor si zřejmě postupně uvědomil, 

že je protivný, odšoural se, a vzápětí se 

vrátil se dvěma skleničkami a s lahví 

sherry. 

41 Wish I were being immodest, but I’m not.  Kéž bych uměl být neskromnější, ale 

neumím. 

42 In view of this I have tried to realize when I 

am being pushy or authoritarian and 

then correct it 

Na základě toho se snažím uvědomit si, 

kdy jsem bezohledně ctižádostivý nebo 

autoritářský, a pak to napravit. 

43 Strike did not think he was being paranoid 

in thinking that the attitude of the crop-

haired female detective inspector who has 

Strike se nedomníval, že je paranoidní, 

když si z přístupu nakrátko ostříhané 

inspektorky, která právě opustila místnost, 
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just left the room contained a determination 

to make him sweat. 

dovodil, že je odhodlaná mu pořádně 

zatopit. 

44 But Rabbit worries they are being rude to 

Brumbach. 

Ale Králík má strach, že se vůči 

Brumbachovi chovají velmi nezdvořile. 

45 When one of us is making such an effort, I 

don’t see why one of us is being so darn 

offensive. 

Když se jeden z nás tak snaží, nechápu, 

proč je ten druhej tak zatraceně 

nepříjemnej. 

46 By making an effort from the beginning of 

this project not to inflict my ways on them, 

I now found that they were being quite 

successful at inflicting their ways on me. 

Od samého začátku projektu jsem se snažil 

příliš je neovlivňovat a nevnucovat jim 

lidské způsoby, a najednou jsem zjistil, že 

se jim celkem úspěšně daří vnutit mi jejich 

vlastní mravy. 

47 I thought I was being very kind. Říkal jsem si, že jsem se zachoval víc než 

laskavě. 

48 She wondered if she were being 

inconstant. 

Napadlo ji, jestli snad není přelétavá. 

49 She said she was glad he was being good 

and doing better.  

Je prý ráda, že se polepšil a je hodný. 

50 He was being deliberately rude.  Provokoval. 

51 I am being indiscreet? Jsem snad indiskrétní?  

52 But that means nothing because I cannot 

read other naturalists unless they are being 

extremely accurate and not literary.  

Ale to nic neznamená, já totiž nemůžu číst 

ani jiné knihy o přírodě, ledaže jsou 

naprosto věcné a neliterátské. 

53 Cupid is being unfair to Cockneys. Amor není cockneyům nakloněn .  

54 She rounded on Ron, Hermione, and Bill as 

though they were being noisy, and hissed. 

Otočila se k Ronovi, Hermioně a Billovi, 

jako kdyby se chovali kdovíjak hlučně, a 

sykla. 

55 Strike, who had already taken several 

hearty mouthfuls (far too much garlic, but 

he was hungry), felt he was being 

insufficiently sympathetic.   

Strika, který už mezitím spořádal několik 

vydatných soust (trochu moc česneku, ale 

měl hlad), napadlo, že by asi měl projevit 

větší účast. 

56 You think I’m being confrontational? Připadá ti, že vyvolávám konflikty? 

57 I think you are being very selfish. Myslím si, že se chováte velice sobecky. 

58 And since I’m being honest with you, this 

is how it went. 

A protože s vámi mluvím na rovinu, řeknu 

vám, jak to bylo. 

59 My mistress has had to sell some property, 

but she’s being clever with the 

arrangements. 

Moje paní musela prodat nějaký majetek, 

ale umí to zařídit chytře. 

60 And I’m suddenly wondering if you’re 

being truthful. 

A najednou mě napadlo, jestli mluvíte 

pravdu. 

61 I am afraid that Piers was being too clever 

in rooting for a natural loser, as my dear 

father would have said.  

Myslím, že Piers to s tou chytrostí přehnal, 

když tady fandí rozenému babralovi, jak 

by to byl vyjádřil můj drahý otec. 

62 It’s over and you’re being melodramatic.  Je po všem a vy to moc dramatizujete. 

63 He thought he was being funny. Myslel si, bůhvíjak není vtipný. 

64 He thought he was being helpful. Nate vůbec netušil, že je krutý, naopak si 

myslel, kdovíjak není vstřícný. 

65 Langdon was wary, but he now sensed 

Vittoria was being overly dramatic.  

Langdon byl opatrný, ale nyní měl dojem, 

že to Vittoria příliš dramatizuje. 

66 When I suggested to Villanelle that she was 

being deliberately mysterious and taking 

me a way I would never recognise again, 

she smiled and said she was taking me 

Když jsem podotkl, že Villanella se dělá 

schválně tajemnou a veze mne cestou, 

kterou si nikdy nezapamatuji, usmála se a 

pravila, že mě veze starodávnou stezkou, 

kterou si zapamatuje jenom převozník. 
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down an ancient way that only a boatman 

could hope to remember.  

67 Since I can’t tell whether he is being 

entirely serious or entirely frivolous, I 

put a question I can’t remember putting to 

any of my adult friends before.  

Protože nevím, jestli to myslí naprosto 

vážně nebo naprosto lehkovážně, položím 

mu otázku, kterou jsem, pokud mě paměť 

neklame, v dospělosti žádnému příteli 

nepoložil. 

68 I knew I was being cruel, like when I’d 

taunt him of he didn’t know some big 

word. 

Uvědomoval jsem si, že ho trápím, jako 

když jsem se mu poškleboval, že nějaké 

těžké slovo nezná. 

69 She’s being aggressive as hell, insisting 

Quine must have bought the stuff himself. 

Je strašně agresivní, tvrdí, že Quine si ty 

věci musel nakoupit sám. 

70 I am so fond of you – you must not think 

bei this I am being cruel. 

Ty jsi mi hrozně milý – a nesmíš si o mně 

z toho všeho myslet, že já jsem krutá. 

71 At first she didn’t want to, because she had 

her lipstick on and all, but I was being 

seductive as hell and she didn’t have any 

alternative.  

Prvně nechtěla, že má namalovanou pusu, 

ale byl jsem svůdnej jak ďábel, a tak jí nic 

jinýho nezbejvalo. 

72 I was being good. Snažila jsem se. 

73 Perhaps this was being over-sensitive on 

his part, or over-timid. 

Možná že se na to dívá moc přecitlivěle 

nebo příliš nesměle. 

74 You could see they were being careful as 

hell not to drink up the minimum too fast. 

Bylo vidět, že si dávaj náramnej pozor, aby 

to svoje minimum nevypili moc rychle. 

75 Andrea was being unrealistic, she felt, and 

it was madness to press on. 

Cítila, že Andrea není realistický a že je to 

šílenství, když sledují tento cíl. 

76 She’s being frightfully obstinate. Je strašně tvrdohlavá. 

77 I was being nice, taking her crappy bloody 

picture and acting like it was good – I was 

being nice! 

Já jen byla hodná, vzala jsem si od ní ten 

pitomej obrázek a tvářila se, jaký je to 

veledílo – byla jsem jenom hodná! 

78 Now you are being absurd.  Teď nemluvíš rozumně. 

79 I’m the only one who is being reasonable, 

Adrian. 

Podívej, Adriane, já jsem v téhle chvíli 

velice rozumný. 

80 I didn’t know if he was being serious.  Nevěděla jsem, jestli to myslí vážně. 

81 Andrea was being truthful.  Andrea měl pravdu. 

82 I was being childish.  Byl jsem hloupý blázen. 

83 Maybe he is being too hard on the fellow. Možná je na toho chlapíka moc tvrdý. 

84 After the family from Three Mile Falls, Dr. 

Larch was being especially careful with 

Homer. 

Po zkušenostech z Three Mile Falls se Dr. 

Larch rozhodl postupovat v Homerově 

případě zvlášť obezřetně. 

85 He knew he was being stupid, knew that 

the Nimbus was beyond repair, but Harry 

couldn’t help it.  

Věděl, že se chová dětinsky, věděl, že jeho 

Nimbus už nikdy nikdo neopraví, ale 

nemohl si prostě pomoci. 

86 She was beginning to feel as though she 

were being lazy.  

Fiona si už začínala připadat jako lenoch. 

87 He’s being lenient.  Je shovívavý. 

88 Farrell was not sure what to make of Ellis. 

He was being cautious.  

Neví, co si má o Ellisovi myslet, a je ve 

střehu. 

89 It’s more disturbing than that, because it’s 

harder to detect and sometimes I have to 

wait before acting, uncertain whether a key 

man is being normally erratic or has been 

tampered with. 

O to je to znepokojivější, oč je to těžší určit 

a někdy musím čekat, než jednám, v 

nejistotě, zda ten určitý muž je jen 

normálně výstřední, anebo je-li s nimi 

spojen. 

90 Either way, he was being deceptive.  V každém případě mě oklamal. 
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91 She was being territorial over her food 

supply.  

Už zas si zabírala své zásoby jídla. 

92 I’m being blunt. Říkám to natvrdo.  

93 She was being careful, I realized, not to 

use the sword, not to be any more specific 

than she had to be.  

Uvědomila jsem si, že je opatrná, vyhýbá 

se vulgárním slovům a nevyjadřuje se 

konkrétněji, než je nezbytně nutné. 

94 When he betrays, he is being loyal to 

himself. 

Když zrazuje, je věrný sám sobě. 

95 My dear aunt, this is being serious indeed.  To jsou vážná slova, drahá tetinko. 

96 You are being so stupid.  Začínáš se chovat jako pitomec. 

97 Personally, I think he’s being selfish. Osobně se domnívám, že je trochu 

sobecký. 

98 You’re being too Gothic.  Jste sprosťák. 

99 Hope recalled that whenever Nicky was 

being sick, she told him the same thing. 

Hope si vzpomněla, že když bylo Nickymu 

špatně, říkala mu úplně totéž. 

100 He thinks that the security on his shift is 

bad and the other guards are being too 

polite. 

Měl pocit, že disciplína vězňů během jeho 

služby je nedostatečná a ostatní dozorci 

jsou příliš slušní. 

 

 


